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Rising Costs of Higher Education
Concern Administrators, _Students
Manuel Franco

from New Mexico's various institutions of higher learning,
ASNM is attempting to present a
University of New Mexico unified front to the Legislature this
student leader!> and administrators year.
expressed some concern over 198283 state budget recommendations
Although the Legislature is not
by the Legislative Finance Com- likely to support no tuition inmittee released last week.
crease, "the Legislature will
sometimes split the baby as a
ASUNM President Mike Austin compromise,'' Austin said.
said Friday that the Associated
ASNM
Lobbyist Michael
Students of New Mexico will "hold Gallegos said the LFC recomour position" of wanting no tuition mendation was "the lowest it has
increase despite a 10.2 percent been in the past six yeartuition increase recommendation s, .•. however we are not satisfied
made by the LFC.
with it."
The Associated Students of New
Mexico is made of student leaders,
But the students "did well in

three out of the four" tuition
recommendations made, Gallegos
said.
Besides the LFC's lO percent
tuition increase recommendation, .
the 'BEF and Governor Bruce King
both recommended a 5 percent
increase while the BEF staff
recommended no tuition increase.
The House Subcommittee on
Higher Education is expected to
make its recommendations today
concerning higher tducation to the
House Appropriations and Finance
Committee. The committee is
chaired by Democratic Sen. John
continued on l!age 16

Computer Intelligence Questioned

BiiiWoohter

A line forms Saturday to purchase textbooks at the Un_iversity
Bookstore.

The "Star Wars" robots R2D2 native intelligence in a box ~ust
and C3PO are examples of around the corner," George Luger,
something we are commg ·to expect associate professor of computer
from computers: intelligence. Even science, said. "But it isn't true. One
in the games we play we are often of the things we have to learn is that
competing against silicon chips.
advances are made through an
Faced with the overwhelming awful lot of hard work."
influence of compute~;s in our daily
Yet even with this qualification,
lives and the tremendous range of the advances which have already
tasks these machines now ·perform, been made in artificial intelligence
it is tempting to think that in- approach the marvels. of science
telligent computers have become a fiction. For instance, some comreality. But, according to a UNM · puter ,programs actu.ally .e~hibit
computer expert, the. era of ar- medical "judgement" JD helptna to
tificiat intellig~mce is not yet here.
diagnose and . treat · hospital
· "One of the problems with patients, Luger saad.
artifi~ial intelligence re~arc~ in the
.. Judgement is simply a built-in
past .as people have saad we ve got _ thing based on statistics, where you
combine a lot of bits of information
to decide whether you've got a
strong probability of something."
Other ·examples of these expert
systems programs can be found in
such diverse areas as mineral exploration, automatic design of
integrated circuits, law and its
application
and guidance systems
interest rates have made it hard to
for
lighthouses
and telescopes.
sell bonds at the present time. The .
..There are three main reasons
bond market "has improved
somewhat ••• but it's still not why people work in the area of
attractive enough right now," artificial intelligence," Luger said.
''They want to extend the range of
Merrett said.
things computers can do (for
continued on page 17 example, the use of robots in ad-

Semester Break Sees Adjustm,ents
In Athletics, Fina/nci(ll Aid, Bars
Manuel Franco

The fo/Jowing is an update
compiled by the New Mexico Daily
Lobo of some of the news events
which took place during the
semester break.

.

Board of Regents
At the December meeting, the
Regents reduced the athletic
department's budget estimate for
1982-83 to $4 million from the
department's estimate of $4.6
million {see interview with Athletic
Director John Bridgers on page 20).
The department estimates it will
receive between $4.24 to $4.S9
inililuii ln·!'~Y~!lUes in }9iji.ijj,
. ~" .
The .Regents reaff'arme d oucrmg
half·price athletic tickets to UNM
faculty and staff and paying the
other half of the tickets' price with
funds from the faculty and staff
benefits account, which also pays
for such benefits as social security
and life and medical insurance.
This policy had been questioned by
State Oemocratic Rep. John
Mershon of Cloudcroft, chairman
of the Legislative Finance Committee, who felt that the cost shoUld
perhaps be picked up by the athletic
department.
In 1980-81; $27,700 from the
benefits account Was used to make
up for the discount tickets.
The Regents also reaffirmed the
present policy of using capital.
improvement funds to retire bonds
sold to pay for the building or the
University Stadium press box and

.

the University Arena mezzanine.
The athletic department will pay up
to $140,000 a year to help retire the
_ bonds when it has a budget surplus.
The Regents also approved the
final plans for the Ronald
McDonald House to be located
north of the Children's Psychiatric
Center. The house will provide a
place to stay for some. families of
children being treated at the
University of New Mexieo/BCMC
Hospital.
The next scheduled Regents
meeting is Feb. 2 in the Roberts
Room, second floor of Scholes
Hall.
Educational
New
Mexico
Assistance Foundation's efforts to
__ student loan notes from the
"""
state · · • :
. ~·
h
1 n.•
Foundation
Presideii~· ·~?
Merrett said that the foundation's
purchase of about $34 million in
student loan notes from the State
Treasury has been approved and
the foundation will actually buy the
.bonds Feb. L

vanced automation of assemby
lines); they want to design computer models of the activity of
human intelligence that it be better
understood and perhaps extended;
and it is great fun."
He said artificiai intelligence is of
interest to psychologists, linguists
and philosophers as well as.
engineers, technicians and computer scientists. "Each group may
have its own reasons and goals in
the study of artificial inteJiigence,
but many of the programs and tools
foe development are shared by aiJ
groups,"
One problem in artificial intelligence research is to define
"intelligence."
"Indeed, such a definition is well
beyond the current state-of-the-art
of psychology, computer science,
biology, medicine or any of our
other modern science, just as 'life'
and 'meaning' are not definable by
modern science.'' Luger said.
"Instead, we search for a
behavioral description of these
activities.' •
Luger said one famous
behavioral description of intelligence has been offered by Alan
Turing, a British mathematician.
continued on page 16

.

Merrett said that Federated Tax
Free Trust in Pittsburgh has agreed
to lend the foundation about $42
million - $34 million to buy the
notes and $8 million to provide
funds for student loans - for the
rest of this academic year. The
interest paid on the loan notes will
provide funds for future .student
loans.
The Foundation was set tip last
year .to obtain funds for student
loans by selling bonds, but high
•
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Joe Cavateua

Wednesday night's storm that dumped almost two inches of snow on Albuquerque was part of the
that
bad
. weather
.
- ' froze most of the nation,
. . . . includ~ng I!Nf¥1.'s ~~IJ,tl] P.llJZa.. • • • • • , •.•
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Wo rId News

l'ugt• 3, New

Supreme Court Moving Quickly on Equal Rights Ruling
WASHINGTON - The Equal
Rights Amendment, dealt a body
blow by an Idaho federal judge,
may ~njoy a boost of sorts from the
Supreme Court, But it is still caught
in a narrowing time trap,
The amendment, the focus of
pitched political battle for nearly a
decade, faces a final deadline of
this June to win approval from the
required 38 states.

M~xic•o
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by United Press International

high court vacate the ruling by U,S. saw the. development as "a very
District Judge Marion Callister of encouraging sign," adding, "We
asked the court to expedite. They
Idaho.
are asking for a response even
The court's order came with faster than we had asked." But
extraordinary dispatch. Under even if the court vacates Callister's
normal circumstances, actions decision, the justices would be
decided upon by the justices in ·refusing to go as far as NOW
conference are not announced until wants.
the following Monday.
That is because ERA still could
The departure from usual face another court challenge on the
procedure is a solid indication that deadline issue in the event the
the justices accept the need for amendment is approved - an iffy
speedy resolution of the current prospect at best.
The amendment, which states
question.
NOW President Eleanor Smeal that no citizen's rights may be

However, the ERA is three states
short and no state has approved the
amendment for more than five
years. Now the extended deadline
itsel r is under challenge.
There were signs late last week
that the high court might lift that
legal cloud. Following their regular
private conference Friday, th'e
justices issued a special order
WARSAW, Poland - Poland
strongly suggesting they are concelebrated
its wartime liberation by
sidering throwing out a ruling that
the
Soviets
and broadcast the
Congress' extension of the
ratification deadline was un- Roman Catholic mass for the first
time Sunday since martial law was
constitutional.
imposed, A leading Polish diplomat
The one-paragraph statement said Solidarity union chief .Lech
asked the National Organization Walesa will be released soon.
for Women and the state of Idaho
Martial law officials allowed
to respond by next Wednesday to a more small concessions in a slow
Justice Department suggestion the return to normal life, but the

abridged on account of sex, has
be~n approved by 35 of the 38 states
needed for inclusion in the Constitution. Indiana was the last state
to ratify, Jan. 12, 1977.
Also, five states Idaho,
Keniucky, Nebraska, South Dakota
and Tennessee - have acted to
rescind their ratifications, another
procedure also in legal limbo.
Callister's ruling last month also
said those states have the authority
to take back their ratification.
NOW has asked the high court to
grant speedy review to the dispute
and to declare - in a full, formal

ecome

opinion - that Callister acted
unconstitutionally,
The Reagan administration,
however, opposes the move to rule
quickly. But it suggested last
Thursday the court might consider
vacating Callister's decision and
delaying further consideration until
after the new ratification deadline,
June 30, 1982. The original
deadline was March 22, 1979.

from

The administration contends it's
too soon to .rule on the 'issue
because ERA ratification may
never occur. President Reagan
opposes the amendment.

Walesa To Be Freed Soon Says Polish Envoy
toughest restrictions, including a
night-time curfew, remained in
force,
In Moscow, the Soviet Communist Party newspaper Pruvdu
accused the United States ()f tryipg
to instigate a rebellion in Poland
against the 5-week-old martial law
regime.
"The U.S. still tries to encourage
in every way antisocialist forces in

Poland and to instigate them to
violate law and order," Pruvdu said
in its weekly review of international
events.
''This has been and is being done
in various forms and ways, from
the criminal subversive activities of
special services and instigatory
radio transmis.sions to official
White House statements which
falsely hold the Soviet Union

r================================================:::::;--

responsible for the introduction of
martiallaw ."
In London, Polish Ambassador
Stefan Staniszenski said he had
"just been told from Poland" that
Walesa detained since the
military clampdown Dec. 13 - "is
going to be released in the very near
future." The ambassador said he
could not name the day "but it will
be soon."
Staniszenski said martial law
itself "will only be for another two
to three weeks." There was no
confirmation in. Warsaw of his
statements.
On Saturday, visiting U.S. Sen.
Larry Pressler, R·S.D., said he had
been told by Archbishop Jozef
Glemp, the Polish .primate, that
Walesa was demanding an apology
before negotiating with military
authorities.
"He is a prisoner. He does not
want to negotiate before he has an
apology," the churchman was
quoted as saying.
Poland's capital was bright with
red communist banners, red-andwhite Polish flags and colorful
posters for the 37th anniversary of
its liberation in World War II.
In another gesture to normality,
Polish radio re-opened its second
channel with the first broadcast
under martial law of the Roman
Catholic mass from Holy Cross
church. Broadcasts of the mass
were a key victory won by
Solidarity and the church in late
1980.
Military authorities also gave
permission for Poles to send
"telegrams
about
personal
misfortunes," barred until now in
the military blackout of communications. In another gesture,
students heading back to resumed
classes were exempted from getting
offiCial permission to move,

Sun-Tran's Spring Semester• bu~ passes will be on
sale at the Sun-Tran booth in the UNM SUB (main
floor, north end) from 9AM to 3:30PM on January
14, 15, 18, 19 and 20.

PASSES & PRICES:
Semester• Pass .

.

'available only to full·time students of accredited post high school educational institu·
lions in j\ :buquerque. A full·tinle student at UNM is registered for 12 undergraduate hours
or 6 graduate hmlrs.

For information call766-7830
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Formerly Posh Bagel2216 Central SE 265-5986
We should be serving drinks any da'y now. In the meantime stop by
the new Posh Eddie's and have some of that same great food
we've always served. And while you're here you can pick up some
FREE frozen bagels with the coupon below.
Our hearing for liquor license approval is Thursday, January 21st at
City Hall. If you would like to attend and speak out in favor of a full
service bar near the University, call Posh Eddie's for information.
Please, If you're under 21 come in for a bite to eat, but don't ask to drink.
We'll be carding everyone. On your 21st birthday, Posh Eddie's will buy your first drink.

Happy Hours: Mon-Thur 4-7pm
Fri 2-7pm

'- .$5~-~~

Commuter Pass
One c<'!!er.dc.r month ...
. .. $16.00
Punch Pass
Twenty rides ..... . .. . . .......... ·.... $ 8.00

\

Winter
Clearance
-SALE200fo to 500fo
Off

2 for 1 draft beer and
2 for 1 well drinks.

Come in & see the New Posh Eddie's & pick up:
---------------~-------------------------------,

~

dozen FREE frozen bagels
with this coupon and any purchase.
Good today only. While supplies last.
----------------------------------------------~

•
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Editorial

Free 9 oz. glass of

by Garry Trudeau

SQUEEZED ORANGE JUIC. . .

To Learn of Not To Learn,
What Was the Question?
Once again, we find ourselves faced with· a question
that is at least as old as is this hallowed institution we
all plan to call home for the next five months at the
very least.
This question, which has perplexed everyone who
has ever sought to learn at an establishment of higher
education, is one that we all must ask ourselves at the
start of each semester.
What we must consider before we make the long
trek to Mesa Vista, and to Scholes, and to Bandelier,
and maybe back to Mesa Vista again just for the
exercise, is whether we've come to UNM to learn
something and become the employable graduates that
places like this one are supposed to produce or to have
fun.
Examples? Not on your life. We can already
imagine the flood of letters to the editor we'd receive if
we were to compare the merits of one class to
another. If we were to mention, that in our opinion, a

with purchase of breakfast or hamburger($1.20 or more)
expires l-24-82

physics or an English class might look better on one's
transcript than a Horseback Riding class (P. E. 181 ), or
a Country-Western dance class (P.E. 193), we'd invariably hear from some outraged person who is doing
quite well in his/her career as an instructor of sUch,
Most important, however, is that this question is a
very personal one that we must ask ourselves as we
decipher the class numbers and sections, credit hours,
and other important codes that are required to fill ou.t
the back of those blue cards that determine how long
it will li!ke us to leave this place.
The point is that we are here to learn. A feat almost
impossible to avoid if you att!lnd . classes. Career
enthusiasm - the concern with Whether the class will
produce a higher wage - is oftentimes the criteria
used by student when registering. Although this
should be a factor, students must keep in mind that
this is their one opportunity to be exposed to a variety
of concepts and ideals.

Editor:
I would like to clarify a few points in the recent
article by Steve Sandoval concerning opposition to a
full-service liquor license for Posh Eddie's, across from
the University.
First, there are major differences between a fullservice license (a bar) and a beer and wine restaurant
license. With a restaurant license, you can only serve
beer and wine with meals, 60 percent of your sales
must be from food, and service must cease at 11:00
p.m. A bar, as everyone should know, can serve
drinks alone unti12:00 a.m.
By 9 or 10 p.m., most students have left tl)e
University area. If Mr. Waksman simply wanted a
nice, quiet restaurant to serve the student community
as he claims, he could do it just as well with a beer and
wine license. I, for one, would have no objections if he
applied for a restaurant license.
Second, Mr. Waksman was told more than six
months ago that there would be objections .if he tried
to open a bar at that location. At the time he applied
for a liquor license waiver from the City Council, the
legal position of the City was that they could not grant
a restaurant license waiver tin June of 1981) because
such licenses would not exist until July 1, 1981. Posh
Eddie's and several others therefore applied for fullservice waivers.
After making application, a District Court Judge
ordered the City to consider waiver requests for
restaurant licenses. But Mr. Waksman had already
received his waiver for a full-service license. None of
the other businesses that applied wanted bars, and all
except Posh Eddie's applied for the beer and wine
restaurant license.

I have spoken with several City Councillors who
were under the impression that all Mr. Waksman
wanted was a restaurant license. They at no time
expected him to open a bar.
Third, the opposition to a bar directly across from
the University is much more widespread than your
article suggests. Some City Councillors will be
testifying against the application at the hearing.
Several neighborhood associations and nearby
churches have already expressed opposition. And the
Coalition of Albuquerque Neighborhoods, which
passed a resolution in opposition, represents over 40
Albuquerque neighborhood associations.
Finally, for myself, I do not now and never have
represented The Quarters or the Nellos Brothers in any
way associated with The Quarters. This was told to
your reporter. And I have no idea why The Quarters or
the Nellos Brothers were even mentioned in the article.
I am acting, not as anyone's legal representative,
but as a private citizen and a. local resident. As a
former University student, I would hope that members
of the University community would be more con·
cerned with What goes on in the neighborhoods
around them. People who live near the University are
concerned about maintaining a certain residential
quality in their neighborhood.
·
Some of us feel that a bar would have a detrimental
effect upon the community at the location of Posh
Eddie's, and that is why we are opposing his application.
Christianl;aby, President
Nob Hill Neighborhood Association

2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHIC'KEN

Letters

Area Resident Clarifies Position
On Liquor Licensing Opposition

Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beverage
S189With coupon
Use our convenient drive up Windows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
4700 Men'aul NE
Expires 1-24-82
Cer1tral NW

1830 Lomas

Reader Appalled By Attack
On Animals From Columnist
Editor:
A license to murder! On November 18 (Forum) "Rest Easy
Hunters" by Dave Barry is one of the most insensitive letters that
I've read since seeing a documentary called "Guns of Autumn." I
was profoundly appalled I
(An open letter.)
Dear uncaring human being: Tell me something, Dave, as a child,
did you ever acquire a pet? Do you remember how you felt toward
that pet? Were you loving? Did you protect it from harm?
In your letter, you say that "for all we know, deer have all kindspf
rifles and bazookas stashed. in the woods ••. and what would you
say if I told you that many-unexplained bazooka murders occur every
year in states that deer are known to frequent •.. and that no deer
has ever been charged with murder?"
Well, I would charge you with insanity. In case you are not aware,
there are two kinds of education - one is kindness; so is cruelty!
Is this how you get your kicks, by hurting living things? You must
know that an animal will not attack man unless it is cornered.
With all your "trigger-happy" words, I'm hoping at this writing
that you are jesting! If not, I have great pity for you as a member of
tne human race. I cannot Imagine your having any empathy toward
not only animals but man as well.
I wonder what makes you tickl Was it perhaps the conditioning
· you had at home to begin with I?
It is imperative that you make a re-evaluation of yourself!.
You might mull over the words of Henry Thoreau:
"Men of little or no purpose are ultirnately indentified as those
who live on the surface of their own natures and on the surface of
nature itself. It 'is their shallowness which renders them vagrant,
impotent, erratic. But when 'deep answers to deep,' purpose is not
only disclosed but proclaimed."
Lee Reilich

I~---------------~tonic • Nike • International Sports • Spenco • Reebok
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COLLEGE
COMES TO YOU
OVER 350 CLASSES AT
THE UNM CAMPUS
AND MANY OTHER
COMMUNITY LOCATIONS
ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING
NATIVE AMERICAN BEADWORK
COUNTRY AND WESTERN DANCING
HOME MAINTENANCE SERIES
SIGN LANGUAGE
SELF DEFENSE
MAGIC
WORLD OF WINE
TENNIS
FRENCH
GERMAN
NAVAHO
POLISH
SPANISH
REAL ESTATE
ACCOUNTING
DREAMS
GUITAR
PIANO
AND MANY MORE

REGISTER

NOW

CALL 277-3791
FOR A CATALOG OF CLASSES
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State Economy Strong
During Third Quarter

In contrast to events at the
national level, the New Mexico
economy experienced generally
stronger growth during both
September and the third quarter of
1981 .compared to the first half of
the year.
This finding was presented by
Leo W, Carbajal, an economist
with the UNM Bureau of Business
and Economic Research, in the
most recent issue of New Mexico
I Business
Current Economic
I
Report.
''Growth of the state economy
has generally become somewhat
stronger in recent months in
contrast to the economic downturn
at the national level," Carbajal
said. "Modest growth in real
personal income and significantly
stronger tourist activity this year
have acted to produce positive
growth in many sectors of the state
economy."

I

He added, however, that high
interest rates continue to take their
toll on the construction and
manufacturing industries in New
Mexico. The outlook for the state
depends greatly on developments at
the national level.
''Although the depth and
duration of the current recession
are unknown at this time, more
moderate economic activity in New
Mexico might be expected in the
immediate future as weaker
national economic conditions have
a restrictive effect on state
economic growth," Carbajal said,
Despite the fact that interest rates
are beginning to decline somewhat
due to the softening of the national
economy, Carbajal said the decline
does not appear to be significant
enough to result in a quick reversal
from what currently appears to be
the eighth recessionary period since
World War II.

Self-Help Group Is Started
For Eating Disorder Victims
Though once considered a rare
disease, anorexia nervosa is now
recognized as widespread and on
the increase.
Anorexia nervosa is an eating
disorder characterized by stringent
dieting, fasting and exercising. Its
major symptoms are extreme
weight loss, distorted body image,
cessation of menstruation in
females and a morbid fear of
fatness.
Of those who are anorectic, 50
percent or more also suffer from
bulimia, a phase of the illness in
which the victim compulsively
gorges food and then induces
vomiting or uses laxatives, diet pills
or diuretics to avoid gaining weight.
Those suffering from anorexia
nervosa or bulimia can reduce their
isolation by participating in a selfhelp group beginning Tuesday at
the UNM Women's Center, 1824

Las Lomas NE.
The ongoing group, sponsored
by the center and the National
Association of Anorexia Nervosa
and Associated Disorders will meet
Tuesdays from 7 to 9 p.m.
Norma Wilkes, co-facilitator
with Judy Bierbaum, said the group
will be structured for mutual
support both during and between
meetings. However, she stressed,
the group is not a substitute for
therapy.
Interested persons may join the
group for any session.
Wilkes is studying sociology at
UNM, working toward the com-
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Texas Visitor
Attacked
On Campus
A
23-year-old
magazine
salesperson, who said she had been
visiting a friend at Hokona Hall at
the University of New Mexico, told
police she was raped Monday
evening after leaving the dormitory.

UNM

Book
Store
Notes:

The woman, who did not report
the attack until Tuesday morning,
s&id shortly after leaving the
building to catch a bus on Lomas
Boulevard, she was grabbed by two
men on the north side of Hokona.
The men threw her to the ground
and one held her while the other
·
raped her, she reported,

Back-to-School

The attackers, whom she
described as white males, ran off
after the rape, she said.
The victim was not able to give a
detailed description of the men, but
said both were wearing bandanas
around their heads and the one who
raped her was wearing jeans. She
said she was not able to indicate
what their ages might be.

Spring
BriJWechlet

The S.S. Little sails on the duckpond Saturday, unnoticed by the
ducks. The skipper of the vesselis 8-year-old Zachary lves.

Police said the woman went to
her motel after the attack, She
reported the assault to city police
Tuesday morning. They referred
the case to the UNM campus police
who took the woman to the UNM
Student volunteers are needed to · chance to take responsibility,"
Family Practice Center for fill openings in 25 Albuquerque Rutledge said, "They learn firexamination.
community and human service sthand
how
community
agencies, according to Dr. Mark organizations and human service
University officials said the Rutledge of the University of New agencies work. They can also gain
dormitories officially were opened Mexico Student Volunteer Bureau. significant experience for applying
Tuesday for the second semester
Rutledge, who is also director of for jobs later as well as the skills
but some early student arrivals were the United Campus Ministry center, needed for certain careers."
permitted to move in Monday.
More
information
about
said openings exist for work with
senior citizens, youth, the mentally volunteer work and positions is
The woman reporting the attack retarded, hospitals, the Big available from Rutledge at the
gave a home address in Texas and Brother/Big Sister organizations volunteer bureau, located in the
said she was traveling with a and numerous others.
United Campus Ministry building
magazine sales crew.
"By volunteering, students get a at 1801 Las Lomas NB.

Student Volunteers Needed

pletion of her master's thesis on

Special Store Hours:

Sat. Jan. 16 9am·3pm
Mon. Jan. 18 8am·7pm
Tue. Jan. 19 8am·7pm
Main Store Hours

Medical/Legal Branch:
Mon·Fri 8am-5pm
Sat. Jan. 16 1Oam-2pm

eating disorders.
_
More information on anoreXIa
ncrvosa and bulimia can be obtained by writing ANAD at Box
271, Highland Park, Ill., 60035.

We Buy
Used Texts
,For Cash!
•

~\

Hational Radio Theatre
on I(UHM 90.1fm

,~\~

Monday, January 25th, at 10 p.m.
KUNM presents

by Giles Cooper
This ironic tragi-comedy concerns a squad of English
soldiers who have been guarding a remote outpost for
ten years, never realizing the war has ended. The late
Gilbert and Sullivan impresariq Martyn Green stars in
what may be the greatest radio play ever written.
Brought to you by

~

Public Service Company of New Mexico

0

~~

"MATHRYBEACON"

THE DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
805 YALE, NE (Yale & Lomas)

1982

2118 Central S.E.
across from UNM

.M~-

··

s4e-s&7s

Booklists and schedules are provided for your convenience.
Please ask for assistance. with
your textbooks if we can help
you in any way. Best of luck this
spring.

UNM
Bookstore
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SING
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in the
UNM CONCERT CHOIR - UNM's finest choir! These 55
voices, who perform a variety of m wsic, will be the featured
choir at the BACH FESTIVAL (Santa Fe) in February, and the
American Choral Directors Association (ACDA) CONVENTION in Oklahoma City on March 5, 1982. Other activities in·
clude a performance at the annual COMPOSER'S SYM
POSIUM on campus and participation in a performance of
the Brahms, GERMAN REQUIEM and Pouleno, GLORIA with
the UNM Symphony Orchestra.
Rehearsal:>ohedule: Tue. and Thurs., 3:00p.m.- 5:30p.m.
or the
UNIVERSITY CHORALE - a newer ensemble added for
those who want to continue singing but feel their musical
background might not be up to the demands of the Concert
Choir at this time. All types of music will be sung Including
pop, spirituals, classics, etc.; both individual concerts and
joint programs with other choral groups are planned.
Rehearsal schedule: Tue. and Thurs., 3:00p.m.- 5:30p.m.
or.! he

UNIVERSITY CHORUS - a large festival chorus that meets
every Tuesday evening from 7;30 p.m.-9:30p.m. This chorus
is designed especially for people who wish to sing but have
had little experience. Auditions are not required for the University Chorus. The primary project for the spring semester is
a performance of the Brahms, GERMAN REQUIEM and
Poulenc GLORIA with the UNM Sympnony Orchestra In April,
NON-MUSIC MAJORS ESPECIALLY WELCOME - Solo
training is not necessary. Auditions are not difficult, and
chorus can easily be added to your schedule for credit if you
so desire. Graduate credit is also available. MEN'S VOICES
ARE ESPECIALLY NEEDED FOR .ALL GROUPS!
AUDITIONS AT YOUR CONVENIENCE- 10:00 a.m.· NOON;
1:30 p.m.-4:30p.m. in Room 1116, Fine Arts Center· Music
Department.
Monday January 18th
Tuesday January 19th
Wednesday January 20th
Call 277-4301 or277·4202 for further information.

A fine mess
we're in this
C:ime, Ollie.-.
we don't
hawe enouah
money to
pay for
colleef

II

Boxed in by other parked cars Jose Avila (leh) gives directions and F/one/1 Brown (right) checks space
in the rear flS Benny Martinez tries to maneuver Darlene Martinez's car out of the parking lot at Carlisle
Gym Saturday.

Cross-Cultural Classes Focus On Women
A cross-cultural perspective will New Mexico Women Studies
be brought. to the classroom this Program.
"American Indian Women,"
semester through two courses
offered through the University of taught by Junella Haynes and

Mot to worry,
SC:anleyf Before
8 AM and after
4 PM, coHee is
only sc:-or
free with
any food
- ...••bu

Gloria Emerson, will focus on
issues affecting the lives of Native
American women nationally and in
the Southwest. Held Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 9:30 to 10:45 a.m.,
the course will also explore the
relationship of Native American
women to their own culture and to
a women's movement which is
predominantly white.
Haynes, a Cherokee, was
assistant coordinator for Native
American Studies at UNM for
seven years, Emerson, a Navajo,
has worked for the Ramah Navajo
School Board and helped organize
the Native American Materials
Develpment Center. She is
currently a free-lance consultant
and educational specialist.
•' Contemporary Feminist
Theory'' will be taught Thursdays
from 6:30 to 9: 15 p.m. by Sylvia
Rodriquez, an anthropologist from
Taos. The course will be an investigation of feminist theory,
including an overview of its
development during the I 8th and
19th centuries.
Other courses offered this
semester include "Her Own Voice:
Black Women Writers" and
"Women Artists in the Southwest."

Chinese Courses
Open To All Ages
Chinese language classes for
children and a Chinese conversation class for adults will be
offered this semester by the
University of New Mexico Office of
International Programs and Services.
Mrs. Pearl Wu, a lecturer in
Chinese in the UNM modern and
classica1languages department, will
lead a group of instructors for the
classes at beginning, intermediate
and advanced levels.
The classes will also inClude
instruction in Chinese arts and
crafts, such as Chinese songs and
brush painting.
The classes are scheduled to meet
on Sundays from 2 to 4 p.m. for 12
weeks beginning Jan. 31. Holidays
are scheduled for March 14 and
April4.
Registrations will be accepted on
the first day of classes from I :30 to
2 p.m. All classes will meet in
Rooms 215-219 of Ortega Hall at
UNM.
The registration fee is $25 for
adults and $25 for the first child
with· a reduced fee for additional
children from the same family.
More htforntation is available
from the UNM Office of Inter·
national Programs and Services at
1717 Roma NE on the UNM
campus or by calling Mrs. Bernice
Yu at 266-2711.

Ollie's riahtf At Mew Me:xlico
Unlion Food Serwice, we•we rolled
coffee prlices back to 5 C: -or free with any food
purchase -before 8 AM and after 4 PM. So come
C:he Union this Sprlina Semester
and enjoy free coffee with a meal
or your faworice snack durina GOOD!
these special C:imes.

•o

'

New Mexico Union Food service

J

..... That's Right. If you
purchase or co-purchase an
Eagle's Nest Cahdominium.". - ·c
you can enjoy the
immediate benefits of home
ownership ... like equity
buildup and tax savings ...
instead of building up
won-hless rent receipts. So
while you are profiting in
furthering your education,
put your knowledge to work
and let an Eagle's Nest
Condominium be an
investment that graduates
you to a world of future
success.

•••

IMMEDIATE

OCCUPANCY
STUDIOS & ONE BEDROOM

LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS
FROM
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WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!
We've Missed You!

~
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for every Donation at Yale Blood Plasma, you
receive a Coupon lor a free l.arge Order of french fries, ~
~ compliments of McDonald's.
II'.:
~ Redeemable only dl 2200 Central SE location.
~
jl! Offer expires reb. 26, 1982.
~
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dent or military lD on first Donation Only for a
$5.00 Bonus. Not good with other coupons. Lirnit
one per donor. Expires 1·31·82
LlYALE BLOOD PLASMA, JNC.U
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1~rograms or Managers Planned
~

jl!
jl!

Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
(505) 266-5729

Programs covering a wide range
jl!
of management skills and varying
~
N
~ in length from one day to a full
:ill
ew Donors Accepted 12:30-3:30pm M·f
~ semester are being offered to
~.........._..._..._..._.,.._..._.,.._..._..._..._..._......._..,...._..._......,...,...... professional managers by the
Management Development Center
at the University of New Mexico.
The programs, which are.
summarized in the center's 1982
Calendar of Programs and
Seminars, are designed to "provide
quality programs and services to
further
the
training
and
development of the managerial and
professional community," John
Warner, director of the center,
said.

One-, two- and three-day
seminars will cover aspects of
general
management,
from
managing technical projects and
stress management to principles of
budgeting. Each will be based on
the specific needs of participants
with a heavy emphasis on practice
and skill development as well as
individual counseling,
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Student Health Insurance is
not necessary to be seen at
the Student Health Center.

.,.
.......

All visits are Free.
There is a minimal charge tor
lab tests & x-rays.

W"

........

Appointments available
during the day.

.......
...,.

Walk-in Clinic open 24 hours/
7 days a week.

•
.........

All general medical problems
are hand led.

•

Specialty clinics- allergy,
dermatology, gynecology,
internal medicine, neurology,
orthopedics, surgery, .
urology, nutrition, podiatry,
dentistry.

"''lllllllllff

~

W"
•

Evening seminars will also be
offered, including assertiveness
skills, women in management, and
workshops for executive secretaries
and administrative assistants.
A program for mid-managers

~

STUDENTHEALTH
CENTER

Anyone carrying 6 or more
hours is eligible to use the
Student Health Center.

~

I

Gary Bednarz (center) makes a stab at the frisbee as Jay Mills (left) and Sherm Haworth look on Saturday beside Zimmerman Library. All three are freestyle frisbee state champs.

~

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
122 Yale Blvd., sE

~

f.

..

will be presented on Tuesdays for
five weeks and will cover
motiv;~tion,
communication,
leadership styles, conflict and
change, coaching, counseling and
appraisal.
Semester-long programs on basic
management are also available.
The programs are being offered
by the center in conjunction with
the UNM Robert 0. Anderson
Graduate School Foundation.
For a copy of the calendar, or to
register for any of the programs,
contact
the
Management
Development Center through the
UNM School of Management.

Free Fries
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The UNM Chorus Is Looking
For Those Who Like to Sing
If you are one of those people
who enjoys singing along with the
radio or who performs "Barber of
Seville" while taking a shower, the
University of New Mexico
University Chorus is looking for
you,
John Clark, associate professor
of music and director of UNM
choral activities, said, "We'll be
performing two major works,
'Requiem' by Brahms and 'Gloria'
by Pouleunc in April. We'll do the
'Messiah' in the fall and then
something esoteric in the spring.

A researcher who interprets the
ancient Aztec Indian sun stone as .a
history book created for Aztec
children will give a public lecture on
new theories about the stone, Jan:.
19 at 7 p,m. in Room 147 of
Woodward Hall at the University
of New Mexico.
Dr. Cecilia Orozco, an education
professor at California State
University, Fresno, has studied the
stone, also known as the Aztec
calendar, during the last I2 years
with Alfonso Rivas-Salmen of the

Cancer Center
Receives Money
For Research/ Aid
The University of New Mexico
Cancer Research and Treatment
Center has received a donation of
more than $1100 from the Ladies
Auxiliary of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars of New Mexico.
Dr. Thomas. Tomasi, director of
the cancer center, and administrator Frank Jackson, accepted a $1163.29 check from Mary
Lou Jack, Raton, current state
president of the VFW auxiliary;
Ruby Wilson, Alamogordo, immediate past president; and Adelee
Brice of Hobbs, state cancer aid
and research chairwoman.
From July 1980 through June
1981, VFW ladies auxiliaries
around the state worked to raise
money for the organization's
national program supporting
cancer aid and research. Funds
have come from bake sales, benefit
dinners, rummage sales, private
donations and memorial con·
tributions from survivors of cancer
victims, said Wilson.
All proceeds· go into a national
fund, which is then divided into
research grants. A portion of New
Mexico's contribution is refunded
directly to the New Mexico
auxiliary, Wilson said.
The New Mexico Auxiliary has
chosen for several years to donate
this refunded money to the Cancer
Research and treatment Center.

University of New Mexico anthropology Professor Lawrence
Straus is the author of a major ·
article published in the December
issue of Current Anthropology,
The article, titled Paleoecology at
La Riera, reports on some of the
principle results of archaeological
excavations directed by Straus and
Professor G.A. Clark of Arizona
State University from 1976-79 at La
Riera cave, a Stone Age site in
Asturieas, Spain .
Straus is currently involved in
excavation and analysis of a late lee
Age site in southern France not far
from the La Riera cave site.

~
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We feel these selections will interest
people."
UNM faculty, staff, students and
people from the community may
join the University Chorus.
"We want people who like to
sing," Clark said, There will be no
formal auditions. Rehearsals will. be
each Tuesday from 7:30 to 9:30
p.m. in Room B-117 in the UNM
Fine Arts Center beginning Jan. 19.
University Chorus may be taken for
one credit or audited.
Interested persons should attend
the first group meeting on Jan, 19.

~

Universidad
Autonoma
de
Guadalajara.
His lecture at UNM is sponsored
by the College of Education, the
Albuquerque Public Schools Cross
Cultural Center and the UNM
Division of Continuing Education.
Admission is $2 per person.
Orosco views the sun stone as
perhaps the most important
"book" written in the Americas
prior to the coming of the
Europeans. His contributions to the
Rivas theories about the calendar
include research on parallel
astronomical knowledge held by
Indians of the American Southwest
and Mexico's Mayan Indians.
He has lectured throughout the
nation and in Mexico and he is the
author of numerous materials for
teaching children how to read the
Aztec sun stone.
The lecture will be illustrated
with slides. More information is
available from the UNM Division
of Continuing Education.

Save25%
Bu_y used texts for _your courses
We're across the street at 2122 Central SE
Open eo.rly and open late
today through Wednesday (8:30am-7:00pm)

UNffi's Complete Bookstote
Watch us change o.nd grow

DOUble Up DOUb

~ouble Up Doublt

)Uble Up Double 1
1ble Up Double lJ
bleForUp
Doubie·ul
cold winter days •••
Warm up with Wendy's Rich 'n' Meaty Chili and
our 100% pure ground beef Singles and Doubles
cooked to your order, hot off the grill!

r---nouBT.;.---T--FiiE-~oj~~,
1
for. the price of a Singl.e
1
when you buy a Single
1
1
1
1
Good at Wendy's in
I
GoodatWendy'sinAlbuqUerqueandSantaFe.
I
Albuquerque, Santa Fe and Gallup.
Please present coupon when ordering.
Please present coupon w):J.en ordering.
I
One Double pe:r coupon,
I
One free Chill pe:r coupon.
I
I Not valid in combination with any other offers.
Not valid in combination with any other offers.
Cheese, tomato and green chile extra.
I
Cheese, tomato and green chile extra.
I
I •lJ., pound
ground beef, net weight before cook1ng,
"Regular size Rich 'n' Meaty Chill.

___________ ... __________ _.J.

L .

Expires January 31, 1982.

1.

Expires January 31, 1982.

'i
Juan Tabo north of Lomas • Montgomery west of EUbank • Wyom:ing south of:Menaul
San Mateo south of Academy • Menaul west of San Mateo • Central west of San Matso
Fourth Street at Candelaria • central and Lomas near Old Town • Santa li'e • Gallup
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Serving the University of New mexico
o.nd the City of Albuquerque.

•
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.

Student
Bookstore

I

Specio.lists in USED texts
o.nd reference works.

Researcher to Lecture Over
'The Most Important Book'

UNM Professor
Authors Article
On Excavations

Mental health service·
counseling.

II
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School of Medicine Insulin Pumps Help Local Diabetics
Two Albuquerque diabetics had
remote-control
insulin
pumps
implanted Wednesday morning at
the University of New Mexico
Hospital/Bernalillo County
Medical Center.
The 32-year-old woman and 29year-old man were the second and
third humans to receive the New
Mel<ico Insulin Pump, developed
by the UNM School of Medicine
and Sandia National Laboratories.
A prototype was implanted in
Monte Patterson Jan. 7, 1981.
P&tlerson, a 43-year-old city
resident, has been in good health
since the implant, Dr. R. Philip
Eaton said. Eaton and Dr. David
Schade, both of the School of
Medicine department of medicine,
have directed the insulin delivery
system research. The device is still

functioning
inside
abdominal wall.

Patterson's

Wednesday's patients received
pumps similar to the one Patterson
is now using, with refinements in
the power supply and the pumping
mechanism, Eaton said.
Surgeons who implanted the
pumps were Drs. Sterling Edwards
and
Raymond
Doberneck,
chairman and vice chairman of the
UNM surgery department.
The system consists of a refill
port implanted between layers of
muscle on the right side. The tiny
pump that moves insulin from the
reservoir into the abdominal cavity
was first developed by Sandia Labs
as part of a weapons research

project, according
publicatons.

to

'Sandia

A small radio transmitter outside
the body can be used to program
the rate at which the pump delivers
insulin.
Patients
use
the
programmer to adjust their insulin
levels in accordance with the kinds

and q11antities of food they eat.
The National Institute of
Arthritis and Metabolism recently
!\Warded Eaton $400,000 for the
first year of a three-year grant to
continue work in refining and
miniaturizing the insulin delivery
system. The current model is about
the size of a deck of cards, Sandia

Laboratories will be subcontracted
to produce the new equipment.
Eaton sa,id he will allow a month
of testing on the newly implanted
pumps before filling their reservoirs
with insulin. Meanwhile, the
·patents will be maintained with
daily insulin injections.

Campus Ministry Sample Reports
Student~ See Selves As Religious

INSTRUCTORS

•
•
dasst•s at tlw Albuquerque Technical-Vocational InDATA -PROCESSING

For .\l:ty
stitute. Typical eourst•s to he taught arc Basic Language
l'rognumning. COBOL, JCL, HI'G. Assembler, and SystelnS
Analysis. Salary range $16,780-Sl7,!J80 depending upon
t·dm·ation lt•vcl, Contact Hobert Dorak, T-VI, 525 Huena
Vista, SE. Albuquerque, NM 87106, (505) 84:l- i250 Ext. 2i2.

A sampling of University of New
Mexico students surveyed during
the fall 1981 semester by the UNM
United Campus Ministry center
said they see themselves as very
religious, but they view other
students as less religious.
Dr. Mark Rutledge, director of
the center, and student assistant
Steve Haymes conducted the
telephone survey throughout the
fall semester. UCM is principally
supported bY four Protestant
denominations - the Disciples of
Christ, United Church of Christ,
United Methodist Church and the
United Presbyterian Church.
"We were somewhat surprised to
observe that many students see
themselves
as
being
quite

New Mexico Union
Food Service

religious," Rutledge said. "On a campus activity 11nd of those only
scale of one to I 0, most students 7.5 percent were involved in
ranked themselves above five and a campus religious activities."
But nearly a third of the students
strong majority ranked themselves
at seven or above. However, they · reported involvement in local
perceived other students as being church activities. Most respondents
less religous than they are. On the said they were members of a church
same scale, 40 percent ranked their and that they attend services at least
once a month.
fellow students at five or less."
"Since so many students said
In responses about religious and
political concerns, students listed a they were involved in church acwide range of issues including tivities above and beyond simple
"church
hypocrisy,"
em- attendance at worship, this suggests
harassment in
talking about that while they attend college they
religion, the military draft, student look to their own church for
apathy about politics, umem- religious involvement," Rutledge
ployment and policies of the said, "Therefore the local parish
has an important role to play in
Reagan administration.
''A major concern about religion campus ministry."
Asked why they attend church,
appears to be that people are afraid
to show their religious side or to be many students listed social reasons
too vulnerable about this aspect of and the need for affiliation with an
their lives," Rutledge said. "It organized group.
"It seemed significant to us that
seems to be socially undesirable to
appear to be too religious. People not one student gave as a reason for
fear criticism. A second concern liking their church that it helped
relates to being turned off by · them with their own spiritual
aggressive,
fundamentalist growth or religious search," he
evangelicals. One problem for how said. "But on the other hand, all of
UCM is perceived by students lies in those who reported a change in
this area because many respondents their religious attitudes since
to the survey wondered if we beginning college indicated some
represented
'those shouting change in a positive direction. It
preachers on the mall who damn seemed to us that most students did
everybody to hell."'
'
- - not connect spiritual growth and
The survey also showed that 45 church attendance.''
Rutledge said the names of
percent of the students questioned
had decreased their church in- students questioned during the
volvement s.ince attending college. survey period were obtained from
Most said that "being busy with religious preference lists provided
school" was the most significant by the university and from names
reason for the decrease in church provided by local congregations.
"Almost no students refused to
activity.
"Students seem to participate far be interviewed," he said. "In fact,
less in any campus organized extra- when we asked them how they felt
curricular activity than they do in about being called they responded
church, however," he said. "For very positively. Many students said
example, only 30 percent reported they were glad we called because it
involvement in art organized showed that we cared about them."

Bakery Prices
To our pastry lovers:
With great pleasure we have re-opened our bakery, hired a top notch pastry chef. and will
be able to offer a wide variety of pastry choices at very favorable prices. Let us box up a
dozen of fresh goodies for you to take to your office.
.
Cliff Holt. Director

Price Schedule
Doughnut Holes, powdered and glazed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $.05 or$ .50/Doz.
Cake Doughnuts with a variety of topping> . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . .20 or 2.00/Doz.
Glazed Doughnuts , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25 or 2.25/Doz.
Sweet Roll!>. Bear Claws. Maple Bars. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .35 or 3.25/Doz.
Jelly Filled Doughnuts
Chocolate Chip, Sugar, Oatmeal Cookies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .22 or 2.20/Doz.
Brownies (small, 1" X 2") . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ... . .25 or 2.25/Doz.
Brownies (large. 2" X 2'') . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .35 or 3.25/Doz.

Catering Price Schedule
Catering prices include complete set·up and clean-up in the New Ml'!Xico Union. If you
wish a delivery, add $8.00 on campus, $12.00 off campus within 5 miles, $1.00 per mile
thereafter. Call277-2331 for arrangements. Orders by the dozen only.

r
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Doughnut Holes, powdered and glazed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 .25/Doz.
Cake Doughnuts with a variety of loppiT]gs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . , , . . . 2.75/Doz.
Glazed Doughnuts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00/Doz.
Sweet Rolls, Bear Claws, Maple Bars, Jelly Filled Doughnuts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . 4.00/Doz.
Chocolate Chip, Sugar, Oatmeal Cookies • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . , , . . . 2. 95/Doz.
Fancy Tea Cookies . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • : · . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . :. . . . . 2. 75/Doz.
Brownies (small, 1" X 2") . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00/Doz.
Brownies (large,. 2" X 2") . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.00/Doz.

Try Carpooling (RIDEPOOL: 243-RIDE)
Vanpooling (State Energy and Minerals Dept.: 842-3157)
Take the Bus (Sun-Tran: 766-7830)

Conserve Energy
UNM ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAM
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A Place To

Achieve.

A semiconductor company measures much of its
worth by the technological accomplishments of !ts
people. At Signetics, our Good People have an enVH'!"
ble record of advances. It would take literally pages to
list all of them.
Measure us by our achievements, and you'll see why
a career with Signetics is head and shoulders above
many other places.
We offer challenging careers in all phases of engineer~

ing-product, design, test, process, reliability/quality
assurance, failure analysis and dat~ processing.
If you have a Bachelor's or advanced d~gree in electrical, ch!lmical or mechanical engineering; material
science; computer science; physics; metallurgy; or
electronics, we want to talk to you.

We'll be on campus
Monday, Feb. 1
Take u look at the Signetics Recruitment Binder at
your Placement Center. It will tell yqu about opportunities with us in California1 Utah and New Mexico.
Or, write Signetics College Relationsf Opportunity
CC-82, 811 East Arques Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA
94086 We are an equal opportunity employer.

The Ciooel People Company

UNM Symphony Slates Auditions
The University of New Mexico
SymphonY Orchestra will hold
auditions today through Friday.
Orchestra Director Harold
Weller, assistant professor of
music, said, "Openings exist for
string players, bass clarinet, tenor
saxophone and French horn. Any
student enrolled at UNM either on

a full or part-time basis can
audition, They may also sign up for
the orchestra class."
Appointments must be made
either with Weller or the UNM
Department of Music for an
audition.
The UNM Symphony Orchestra

The kind of Greek used in the
New Testament will be teachable
this semester in a program using a
TERAK microcomputer in Greek
101, taught by Professor Warren
Smith of the Department of
Modern and Classical Languages.
After the introductory sessions in
Ortega Hall, the hours of instruction on the computer will be

scheduled individually with each
student. The instruction will be
assisted by Nancy Mandell of the
Religious Studies Program, Further
information can be obtained by
calling .277-4009.
Also benefiting from use of the
TERAK microcomputer are two
New Testament courses; a
beginning course, Phil 232; New

Caligula Wants You!

History 314-ROME

Tue.-Thrs.

11-12:15

Contoct Prof. Berfhold or
History Dept. for detoils

ASUNM Textbook
Co·op
Come in and Buy your
Books for Less!
We carry a wide selection of textbooks
for the spring semester.

Open Now!
You can still sell your textbooks for more!
ASUNM Textbook Co·op is located in the SUB
Basement, Room 24·A. For more information
call our 24 hour answering service at 277·
3701 . .
»

is scheduled to perform two
concerts this semester in Popejoy
Hall at the Fine Arts Center and
will also perform during the UNM
Composer's Symposium in March.

The 46th edition of Ice Follies
and Holiday on Ice Combined
Shows is scheduled to appear for
eight performances at Tingley
Coliseum from Jan. 20 through
Jan, 24.
The event will feature 1980
World Ice Dancing Champions,
Christina Regoczy and Andras
Sallay; three-time Australian
National Pair Champions, Peter

For further information or an
audition time call 277-2815 or 2772126,

Old Classes Utilize New Computer

Get the true poop on the Imperial Family. the Empire. the Christians. the Collapse.
Fun for all ages.

I

Ic.e Follies To Feature World's Best

We're a non·profit, student run Co·op
bringing you less expensive textbooks. ·

Testament (MWF 11 to noon); and
an advanced course, Phil
347/447;002; Jesus and the Gospels
(M 6;30 to 9; 15 p.m.)
Arrangements are underway to
obtain TERAK software containing
the gospel of Matthew, with each
verse tagged to provide historical
and stylistic information for study.
When these arrangements are
successful, it will be possible for a
few students familiar with computer programming to do some of
their class research on the computer
when computer time is available. .
"Computers are a natural tool
,·. for Biblical research," Professor
· Andrew Burgess of the philosophy
department and instructor for the
courses, said.
''A computer is able to assimilate
a vast amount of information and
to reveal patterns that might not
otherwise be apparent," he said,
"Biblical tel(ts have been subject to
such intense scrutiny for many
centuries that the amount of information about them may
sometimes require a computer for it
to be stored and used."
Other Biblical courses this
semester include an advanced
course in New Testament Greek
302, Classical 'Greek: New
Testament (TT 12:30 to 1:45 p.m.),
taught by Professor Diane Robin.

Nursing CoUege
Begins Searching
To Replace Dean
The' University of New Mexico
officially began its search for a new
dean of the College of Nursing Jan.
IS, when the search committee
convened for its first meeting.
Chaired by Dr. William Huber,
dean of the University College, the
committee will seek a replacement
for Dean Carmen Westwick, who
resigned her post at UNM to
become dean of nursing at Boston
University at the start of the year.
Search committee members are
UNM Regent Dr. Phillip Martinez;
nursing faculty members Jackie
Solomon, Phoebe Becktell, Pat
Duphorne, Joann Weiss, Helen
Hamilton, Deane Critchley and
Corina Casias; senior-year student
Laura Burciaga; and Nancy
Higgins, president of the Student
Nursing Association.
Judith Maurin, associate dean
and assqciate professor of nursing,
is now acting dean of the college.

parodies on "R.omeo and Juliet"
and "Hello Dolly."
A patriotic salute to America in
"Red, White and Beautiful" will
end the performance.
The combined shows have been
produced by Irvin Feld and Kenneth Feld.
Tickets for the show are on sale
at all Giant ticket outlets and
Tingley Coliseum.

NY Author To Talk on Publishing
The needs and methods of
publishing feminist research and
scholarship in language and
literature will be addressed Tuesday
at the University of New Mexico.
Joan E. Hartman, English
department chairman at the College
of Staten Island, N.Y., will speak at
3:30 p.m. in Room 108 of the
Humanities Building. .

Hartman's
publications,
''Women in Print I'' and "Women
in Print II," focus on research in
language and literature and on
publication. They explore topics of
iQterest to feminist scholars,
practitioners, students and general
humanities faculty.
Hartman completed her Ph.D. at
Radcliffe, studied at St. Ann's

College, Oxford, and is a widely
published scholar in English and
women studies.
The talk is cosponsored by the
UNM Women's Center, the
Women Studies Program, the
Faculty and Professional Women's
Association and the Department of
English.

$4500 Given to Purchase Car Safety Seats

.\
1.

Levi-Strauss has donated $4500
to the University of New Mexico
Hospital/Bernalillo County
Medical Center to purchase car
safety seats for Joan to parents of
newborm.
Safer New Mexico, a non-profit
organization which promotes child
passenger safety, will arrange for
distribution of the seats through the
UNMH/BCMC Service League.
Staff members will train UNMH/BCMC volunteers to teach
parents how to use the safety seats.
Educational programs will also be
held for nursing and medical staff
at the hospital.
The donation was presented by
Juanita Lara of the Levi-Strauss
personnel and community relations
department, and Mary Joiner,
chairperson of the company's
committee for community involvement. UNMH Administrator
William H. Johnson Jr. and Service
League President Adrienne Perner
accepted the check which represents
both local and national support
from Levi•Strauss.
Beginning in January, parents
leaving the hospital with a newborn
will be loaned a safety seat for nine
months, or until the child outgrows
it, according to Robbe Sokolove,
director of Safer New Mexico.
She said 20 children under the
age of 15 die in auto accidents in
New Mexico each year. Half the
victims are six years old or younger.
In the past three years, however,
no children under six years old have
been killed in accidents while using
safety seats or seat belts, Sokolove
said. Various studies indicate such
safety devices could prevent 90

UNM Physician
Commissioned
A University of New Mexico
faculty member has been appointed
to a commission on continuing
medical education by the American
Academy of Family Physicians.
Dr. Warren A.·Heffron, director
of flilllily medicine at the UNM
School of Medicine, has served as
president of the New Mexico
chapter of the AAFP. He joined the
UNM faculty in 1911 , after
completing his residency here in
family, community and emergency
medicine.
The commission was set up. to
help assure family physicians high
quality educational opportunities
ti'irough seminars and professional
workshops. The group evaluates
educational programs of state.
programs of state AAFP chapters.

and Elizabeth Cain; nine-time
GermaQ National Pair Champions,
Almut Lehmann and Herbert
Wiesinger; ice comic Hans Leiter
and new-comer stunt skater
Dough dee Marie.
'
The performance includes
"Rainbow on Ice," "Old
MacDonald's Farm," "Fantasy of
the Deep," "LeGrand Bal de Paris
- 1980," "All That Jazz," and

..I

undergraduate. education. Other
members are Sheila Seigel, Safer
New Mexico's former director, and
Kathy Woodward.
Gov. Bruce King has proclaimed
December Child Passenger Safety
Month,
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minority group junior
or senior with at least 3.0 GPA
as Research Assistant on Biology
Project, MARC Program; tuition &
benefits and stipend paid. Contact
Prof. Griego, 114 Marron Hall, 277-3641.

Ganes Areo will be hosting billiords, table t.ennis, and video gomes competitions.
Tournoment winners in table tennis ond 8 boll billiords will be sent to the acui .semi-finals
ot ,A,rizono Stote University. Entry fee for each event is 85. Sign-up ot the Games Areo
Counter. For more info. call277-4506.

Welcome B.ack
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& large drink

!
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percent of traffic fatalities among
children, she said.
The board of Safer New Mexico
includes two physicians from the
UNM School of Medicine; Dr.
Larry Berger, pediatrics, and Dr.
Scott Obenshain, assistant dean for
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President Ellen Foppes could not be proposed UNM General College,
which Is to offer two-year associate
reached for comment.
degree programs, The BEF has
A 10.2 percent tuition increase recommended $360,000 in start-up
would raise UNM's full-time funds for the college.
undergraduate tuition for New
John Perovich, UNM's vice
Mexico residents to $220.80 before
president for business and finance,
fees from the current $200.40.
said he was not sure if UNM could
Along with an $8 increase in start the Gener&l College without
student fees to $168 already ap- state funding but said ''it would be
proved by the UNM Board of very difficult for us to implement"
Regents and the BEF, full-time the college without it.
und~rgraduate tuition and fees at
Taking the income each
UNM for residents will jump to
about $388,80 per semester this fall, university receives from its land
holdings and from the State Perup from the current $360.
manent Fund and subtracting it
Non-resident undergraduate
from the state's appropriation to
tuition would rise to $1052.40 from
each university's instruction and
$956.40 under the LFC's recomgeneral budget. The LFC estimates
mendation, which would raise the this will result in a loss of about
non-resident's
undergraduate
$5..59 million in state funds for
tuition and fees total to about
UNM in 1982.-83,
$1220 per semestei.
Because of this, the LFC is
Some of the other recom- recommending $55.07 million in
mendatioms made by the LFC were: state funds for UNM's I & G
- No start-up funds for the budget compared with the BEF's
$62.24 million and King's $61.27
million.

fmrn PIIY~ 1

Mershon of Cloudcroft, who is e.lso
the LFC chairman.
One recommendation by King
seeks $1 million in state funds for
the work-study program.
ASNM had hoped to get $5
million for work-study, Gallegos
said, but a $1 million work-study
bill will be introduced in the
Legislature because "it's important
that the governor backs the concept" of state funding for the workstudy program.
·
Austin said, "We've been told
that to get even $1 million would be
a tremendous victory since the state
never funded work-study before."
The bill's sponsor will be chosen
by the governor and Gallegos said
he has asked that the sponsor be
Democratic Sen, Ben Altamirano
of Silver City, who sponsored a
similar bill last year.
Graduate Student Association

b\'U\ Photographics
Welcome Back Sale!
January 18 through January 30

Student Photo Supplies
Up to 25o/o Off
35mm & 120 roll film
20 rolls or more
B & W Box Po per
B &W 25sh & lOsh Paper

20%off
25%off
25%off
20%off

Stock Up Now!
Beginning Students
Photo Prepack Kits·

Need A Camera?
The new OcoSINA

CT·lA

Retail: $50.25
Reg, Student: $42.72

Sale Price

$35.95

Totally manual camera
great for students

Limited Quantities

Only $139.95
The case is free

Other Specials Throughout The Store!
so come on by!

Photographics
2929 Monte Vista NE 265·3562

- A 1.0 percent across-the-board
salary increase. The BEF has
recommended a I 0 percent salary
increase for prl)fessional workers
and a ] 2 percent salary increase for
non-professional workers, which
amounted to a 10.2 percent increase
overall. King's budget does not
mention a salary recommendation.
- That the University no longer
offer ha.lf-price athletic and concert
tickets to its faculty and staff. This
practice cost about $37,700 in 198081 and that amount will be subtracted from UNM's I & G budget
j for 1982-83.

Neither the BEF or King mentioned this practice.
UNM Athletic Director John
When theBEFmadeupthei&G Bridgers said there is "no
formula, Perovich said, it was justification" for the recomdecided not to count land and ' mendation. He called the half-price
permanent fund income in the tickets "a fringe benefit that's
formula so those funds could be totally justified" to help UNM
used for such things· as retiring "compare with the private sector''
revenue bonds and for minor as an employer.
capital outlay projects such as
A successful athletic program,
maintenance. This had been Bridgers said, "can help a state" by
acknowledged by BEF Executive gi~~g .it positive exposure, and
Secretary Don Stuart in testimony raiSing tts self esteem. He satd the
LFC "seems to be seeking ways to
before the LFC last week.
limit the success of our athletic
"We just don't have the program."
resources to do those things"
That the UNM Athletic
usually done with land and permanent fund income, Perovich department should receive $863.9
million in state support, a 10
said.
percent increase from this year's
-Appropriating $14.2 million for $785.4 million. King and the BEF
the UNM Medical School from the agreed with the LFC on this
state's general fund. That is about recommendation.
$2.7 million and 23 .4 percent more
Bridgers said the recom-

This description involves a person
sitting at a terminal that is linked by
phone lines to a second person and
to a computer. The first person
begins typing questions on. any
subject into the terminal. Both the
second person and the computer
respond to each question.
Turing proposed that if the first
person was unable to determine
which answers came from the
computer and which came from the
other person the computer must
then be considered intelligent.
Ironically, in order to pass such a
test, the computer might have to be

programmed to make occasional
errors in arithmetic, spelling and
grammar in order to appear more
human.

programs are quite good at proving
theorems in mathematics," Luger
said. "One program is even used to
help discover new theorems."

In addition to game playing and
expert systems programs, artificial
intelligence research is also
progressing in the area of visual
perception. Here programs are
designed to look at pictures or
through cameras to recognize
objects. A guidance system for an
unmanned vehicle going to Mars is
an example.

Computers are also being used to
write their own programs. "Several
programs exist which write new
programs
from
general
specifications of the problems to be
solved," Luger said. "Research is
being done to automatically test
whether existing programs do
exactly (and only) as they are
supposed to do."

Another area of research involves
theorem
proving.
"Several

Other programs are designed to
understand spoken or written
language, including translating
languages and to model aspects of
human intelligence, such as
problem solving.
· Success in applying artificial
intelligence to all these tasks varies.
"In some tasks, artificial intelligence has been particularly
successful, producing programs
used by both science and industry,"
Luger said. "Some of the other
tasks are actually much harder.
"Progress is still measured in
years, but each step toward success
is won by persistent research."
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mendation "probably takes care of
inflation." He said most states. lend
more S1Jpport to intercollegiate
athletics, "especially with the
tremendous growth of women's
athletics. I think that for a state
that's doing well financially, there
seems to be a real reluctance here to
support intercollegiate athletics."
Whether the athletic department
will have to cut back on any
programs if the department receives
what is recommended will depend
"on how we 'do with revenues in
other areas'," Bridgers said. "You
can't ~xpect two sports (football
and basketball) to completely fund
the entire athletic program.''
- That the Southwest Hispanic
Research Institute receive no
f11nding. The BEF and King has
recommended that the SHRI be
funded $1:ZO,OOO.
The LFC points 011t that the
Legislature rejected special funding
for the institute last year and writes
that if the SHRI "is indeed a
priority program with UNM, the
school would fund it within its
available resources."
The LFC also states that it
believes the SHRI is not "any
different than the bureau of
business and economic research or
the institute of public law" which
"are public service functions of a
university which receive no general
fund support.''
Dr. Mari-Luci Jaramillo, interim
SHRI director, said, "It would
have been nice if they (the LFC) did
recommend funding for us." But
since the House Subcommittee on
Higher Education has yet to make
its recommendations to the House
Appropriations Committee "we're
still in there," she said.
The problem with obtaining
funds for the SHRI, Jaramillo said,
is that it does not generate any
credit hours, although it does
"provide a service for all of New
Mexico and the region."

-Computer------------continued from page 1

Everything you need

than the school received last year
but is $634,000 less than the $14.'84
million recommended by the BEF
and the governor.
Perovich called these three
recommendations UNM' s "three
principal concerns."
UNM President Willil!m E.
"Bud" Davis was not available for
comment.
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STUDENT DISCOUNTS
with valid U.N.M.I.D.
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made are going to ·cost students Missing ASUNM Ball.ot Box
Merrett said it is "hard to say" more with the Guaranteed Student
Detective Robert Lovato of the
how much money the foundation Loan Program."
UNM Police said Friday that
will obtain in interest (roni the loan · Whiteside said some "drastic "nothing new has come up"
notes, especially since the interest recommendations" have been made concerning the ballot box missing
rate on the notes change quarterly.
concerning student loans, such as from the ASUNM offices a few
"But we do have a projection raising the present nine percent days after last semester's ASUNM
that over the term of our financing interest charged on :he loans, election was certified.
plan, (15 months),, we will earn preventing graduate students from
The box contained all the ballots
around $4 million" in interest and obtaining these loans or eliminating cast in the election and various
Stlbsidi~ing o'f the loan while the election materials, including lists of
interest subsidies. .
"The two purposes of buying the student is in school.
voter's signatures and social
notes were to provide funds for
As for the $73.68 million the security a umbers.
loans this year ... and so the resolution contains for State
"I really don't think anything
foundation has a fil]O\ncial base Student
Incentive
Grants, will show up," Lovato said. ''We
from which to operate," Merrett Whiteside said, "I don't think it followed all our leads and came up
said.
(SSIG) is going to be around."
with nothing."
"We were lucky Federated was
willing to give us the loan, •• Merrett Liquor License for Posh Eddie's
Criminal complain! against College
said. "Many student loan programs
The attempt by Posh Eddie's of Pharmacy dean
are in a holding pattern right now." Bagels and Booze to become a full
A criminal complaint against
service bar although it is within. 300 UNM College of Pharmacy Dean
feet of UNM will come to a head Carman A. Bliss is scheduled to be
Student Financilli Aid Levels
Friday at 9 a.m. in a hearing before heard Feb. 23 at 1 ;30 p.m. by
Just before adjourning for its City Hearing Officer Albert Chavez Metropolitan Court Judge Thomas
E. Davis.
Christmas break, the U.S. Congress in room 326 at City Hall.
Posh Eddie's has already
The complaint, filed by pharpassed a continuing resolution
macy
student James J. O'Donnell,
received
approval
from
the
state.
which maintained certain federal
The
restaurant's
efforts
have.
charges
Bliss with failure to disclose
spending levels until March 31, by
which time the Congress and been fought by the Coalition of public records.
President Ronald Reagan must Albuquerque Neighborhoods and
Another complaint for failure to
agree on spending levels for the rest especially by the Nob Hill Neighborhood Association. . Coalition disclose public records has been
of the fiscal year.
The compromise resolution was members have expressed concern filed against Bliss by Thomas
reached after a struggle between that a fuU service bar in the Newson and is scheduled to be
Congress and Reagan on the University area would increase the heard Feb. 16 at 1:30 p.m. by
amount of government spending area's problems with transients and Metropolitan Court Judge Richard
vagrants.
Blackhurst.
• for fiscal year 1981-82.
Student financial aid levels
·. I contained in the resolution include
$2.28 billion for the Pell Grant
Program, which funds Basic
Educational Opportunity Grants;
S I. 77 billion for the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program; $528
million for the Work-Study
Program; $2.78.4 million for
Supplemental
Educational
Opportunity Grants; $178.56
million for National Direct Student
Loans and $14.21 million to cover
cancellations of National Direct
J ..
,. J Student Loans.
Also in the resolution is $73.68
million in matching funds for State
Student Incentive Grants, which
had been eliminated earlier by the
Senate Appropriations Committee.
Except for the SSIG, all the
financial levels in the resolution are
lower than levels passed by the
Senate Appropriations Commiitee
in November.
John Whiteside, associate
director for Student Financial Aid
and Career Services, said these
levels ''are so tenative, it's hard to
comment on them. But we have a
lot of information that tells us the
levels may be cut even lower.
"We hope SEOG won't be cut
any more," Whiteside said. ''It
appears that changes that may be
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The challenge....
for those
who dare•.•
is at

TRW

First Two RSA
Grants Awarded
ToUNMWomen

So, if you're a rugged individualist with a strong
desire to pit your skills against complex technical
problems, look into TRW. We'll give you the experience you need to become an engineering professional of the highest calibre.
Now that you've mastered the basics and
conquered one mountain,
we invite you to scale ours.
TRW will be on campus

~

The first two Returning Students'
Association Grants for the spring
semester were awarded to Dorothy
Himes Warner and Barbara BushStuart.
The RSA Grant is designed to
encourage • the
non-traditional
student by supplying monetary
support during the semester.
Criteria for the grant is kept
purposefully at a minimum
requiring a GPA ofZ.O and six class
hours.
Warner is ail art education major·
with plans to go into special
education in art therapy.
Bush-Stuart is an education
major. She is married and has three
children .
Both women expressed their
appreciation for the grant and the
opportunity it afforded for their
continued education,
The RSA grant is funded by
contributions and money-raising
projects ·sponsored by the
organization. For more information, contact the RSA office,
room 24-C in the basement of the
SUB.

Challenge! For some, ifs a once-in-a-life-time
experience. For others, like the professionals at
TRW, ifs an everyday reality.
These knowledge-intensive men and women
operate as a team to reach the highest pinnacles
of technical excellence. They recognize the value
of the individual to the group effort in reaching the
top in a variety of technical disciplines- From
large data base software systems, communications
spacecraft, and alternative energy sources to
scientific satellites, high energy lasers, and
microelectronics.

January 29

to interview graduates in Engineering and
Scientific disciplines at all degree levels. Contact
the placement office to schedule your
appointment, or write to;
TRW College Relations
Bldg. R5/B196, Dept. UNM 1/82
One Space Park Drive
Redondo Beach, California 90278

Challenge! Another reason
why tomorrow is taking shape
at a company called TRW.

Co~~bTRW
Equal Opportunity Employer iVI/F/H
U.S. Citizenship ReqUired
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A GROUP ABOUT WOMEN AND CHANGE
Wcdnesdilys g.11 a.m., beginning Feb. ~ for 6 weeks, Limited to 8 pr~~;:~·regfetered par•
Ucipant~. For infprmation and lndfVIdua I pre·reglstra\fon Interview call 277·4P;J7. Together,
we will employ verbal and nonverbal counsellnQ approaches 10 explore change In Qurselves,
ourrulalionships and our world.
Facj]Ha_teQ by Carolina Yahna 1 M.A., Student M~nlal Heallh Se:rvlce. Fr~e to students
enrol foci tor 6 or morn hours.

SERVICE, QUALITY, VALUE
With ONE-STOP SHOPPING
HOMEOWNERS, FARMERS, CONTRACTORS . ..
MAKE SUTHERLAND YOUR PROJECT PARTNER!

and Dr. Charles G. Richards,
assistant chairman of the department, by Joe Ortiz, a team leader
and m~mber of TRW's technical
staff.

243-4441

•

~
THERLAND LUMBER

(EEKINGINTELLECTUAJ
CHALLENGE?

May said these awards are
especially valuable because the
unrestricted funds can be used for·
underbudgeted items, such as
faculty
travel,
professional
development
and
·student
scholarships.

of the classes will not begin until
after March 1.
"All classes have a minimum and
maximum enrollment level," White
said. "It is important to register
early not only to guarantee your
place in class, but to assure that the
class will meet the minimum
enrollment level."
Copies of Explorations: Spring
'82, the UNM Community College
bulletin which contains class
descriptions and registration forms,
can be obtained at all branches of
the Albuquerque Public Library
and the UNM Division of Continuing Eduation apd Community
Services, 805 Yale NE.
Registration is in Room 209 of
the division's offices. Persons with
major credit cards may register by
calling the division at 277-6542.
"Registration will be accepted
through the first week of the class,
space permitting,'' White said.
He said the division will have
special registration hours through
Jan. 29, from 8 to 5:30p.m.
White said persons who are 60
years or older are entitled to a
tuition discount.
Additional information can be
obtained
by
consulting
Explorations: Spring '82, by
visiting the division's offices or by
calling 277-3751.

THE HONORS PROGRAM has a limited number of places open for inleresting, adventurous students in the following 3 credit hour classes. (Admission to the Honors program is not required to participate.)

The bulk of the classes are
scheduled to begin in late January
or- early February. However, many

Gen. St. 112-001 "Ordinnry Hero/incs" Sparks/Schwnrt.t.
Gen. St. 222-00I "I'eople and Work~
Bannnn
Gen. St. 302-001 "Visionaries in
Contreras
New Dc-.tl Art"
Gen. St. 302-002 "Rise of European
E"ans
Literature in the Vulgar Tongue"
Gen. St. 302-006 "American Places: The Strclke
South and Southwest"
Gen. St. 302-015 "Toward an Underl'etcrson
•tanding of Androgyny"
Gen. St. 302-008 "Ways of SL'Cing"
Howarth

Geology Senior Wins Award

Th, 2-3:50 p.m.
T&T. 11-12:15 p.m.
M&W, 2-3:15 p.m.

-

T&Th, 11-12:15 p.m.
T&Th, 2-3:15 p.m.
Th.7-9p.m.

W, ll-12:50 p.m.

THE UNDERGRADUAn;; SEMINAR PHOGRAM has a limited number of
openings in 1 credit hour classes.
INTERESTED ~'TUDENTS should contact the Honors Offi<.-e, Humanities
!14, telephone 277-4211, as soon as possible .

A senior majoring in geology at
the University of New Mexico has
been awarded a $900 scholarship
from the Gen. Thomas D.. Campbell Foundation of Albuquerque.
David Szklarz, the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene G. Szklarz of Los
Alamos, was chosen for the
scholarship on the basis of his
academic record.
At UNM, Szklarz also received a
department of geology award for
$50 in the 1980 spring semester and
a $300 Leonard Scholars)lip in the

1981 spring semester,
"After receiving my degree fom
UNM, I plan to seek employment in
petroleum or minerals exploration.
In addition to this, I hope to
continue my academic career with
graduate study in economic or
strutural geology and pursue my
leisure interests as well," Szklarz
said.
Among his other interests are
hiking, ,tennis, motorcycles,
hunting, fishing and music.

Welcome Back
• students

Enrich Your Life!
Meet today' s challenges.

• staff
We are still here with •

.

.

MW 0900-1 030
MW 1030-1200
'f'fH 11 00-1230
TOES 0630-0930pm

Classes begin January 18th
Cost is $10 per course. Register at the Christian
Student Center or at the first class meeting.

Christian Student Center
130 Girard NE

touring companies.
This is only the tip of activities
occuring at UNM. The problem for
the Daily Lobo arts section then is
how to cover all of the events and
activities that take place.

Briefs" is a schedule of events of coverage was in the fields of firm understanding of the
g.eneral interest, and listings of classical music and dance. This was possibilties of th~ press and the
upcoming arts events appear weekly due to a lack of knowledgeable exchange of ideas.
in the Recreation 101 supplement wdt~rs available to the Daily Lobo,
If all aspects of the arts are to be
on Fridays.
The strength of the coverage of fully represented in the arts section
The arts section is not adverse to
promoting events, but tbe question the visual arts, jazz and rock- of the Dail.v Lobo, they will best be
becomes
one of quality verses related music and literature lay in represented by those people with
The ads are the deciding factor in
the staff's familiarity with those the background and interest to
the amount of space and pages the quantity of information.
topics.
present them.
Daily Lobo will contain eac)l day.
The Daily Lobo is one of the very
The ads are laid out on the pages few student newspapers in the
The writing done for the arts
While Lip Service is often times
prior to their arrival in the nation that even includes an arts
newsroom. Then ·the pages are section. This unique situation section is written by people actively adequate, it does not always make
involved in art. For the most part for interesting copy. If' you can
given to each section editor,
offers the UNM arts community the
they are students with no previous write a fairly coherent article,
oppurtunity to have its conc.erns
experience in journalism but what review or commentary, you can
When an editor receives the pages voiced.
it becomes a matter of fitting the
they may lack in journalistic make this paper work the way it
In lhe past semester the weakest knowledge they make up for with a should.
copy compiled over the week
around the space occupied by the
ads. The space limitations of any
newspaper and what goes where on
any given day of the week is the
crux. of the newspaper business.

We're stripping the store of winter clothes

As it stands the press has
generally
functioned as a
disseminator of information. While
it has been done, issues concerning
the arts are not usually reported in
the same manner as plane crashes
or presidential elections; rather, it is
a situation inherent to the arts that
much of the reporting in this field
comes from a subjective interpretation and appraisal of ideas
and/or the use of form.
While subjective analysis .is .in
itself not without problems, for the
purposes of the Daily Lobo it has
functioned as the broadest means
of exchange and reporting.
The arts section attempts to give
fair reporting of all events and
activities. However, space considerations ana the style of the
section is such that it does not list
events as in a calendar.
active
in the arts deserve
Understandably,
the adequate
people
coverage and numeruus ·avenues ·
within the Dai/v Lobo allow artists
to announce their events.
"Lip Service" is a daily listing of
campus activities; "Campus

• Fresh film in all sizes

A noted China scholar and art Museum in Taipei, Taiwan, and
historian will lecture at the also at Dartmouth College Museum
University of New Mexico Thur· and Galleries.
sday at 7 p.m. in Keller Hall in the
She has taught at Dartmouth and
Fine Arts Center.
Yale and is currently completing
Mary Jane Clark will present a her dissertation on the Ming
slide lecture called, Gentlemanly calligrapher Chu Yun-ming for her
Pursuits of Wine, Women, and Ph.D. degree at Yale.
Song: The Cultural Elite in Six•
teenth Century China.

• Complete darkroom supplies

/~:~~··.
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• Help when you need it
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3417 Central N.E.
524 Coronado Center
1713 Juan Tabo N.E.

VOUR

PTVict'

.

C.ft.MEAA NEfOS

ali.s(allion

266·7766
883-5373
296•4888

grS~· S~ tl~e ~Jiffi~BREHJ
Both Locations
2937 Monte Vista NE
(Near UNM)

~r'dee
G•y/Lubllil Studt"at Onion - Meeting Jan. 261 at

7:30 p.m. in room 231-S or the SUB. The Agenda wili
include ''E~plorlng ·\"our Past" and plans (or the
OLSU's future.

Fluh French - It's nol too late to take Fluh
Frcnc:b 1hbsprfng. By the lirne the nowcrs come out
you•u be able to &teet them ln F'tencl1. F'or fllnher
inrormation call Truett Book at 277-3708.

Search of
The Rare Artist/Writer
ARTISTS, STUDENTS
REPRESENT YOURSELVES,
EARN
$$$, RECOGNITION,
WHILE SHARPENING YOUR
SKILLS OF LOGIC AND PER•
CEPTIONI
THE NEW MEXICO DAILY
LOBO ARTS DESK IS LOOKING
FOR WRITERS AND ARTISTS
TO OCCUPY SPACE IN tJNM'S
ONLY STUDENT NEWSPAPER.
PRINTABLE SUBJECT MAT-

'I

TER iNCLUDES GRAPHICS
(GET YOUR PICTURE IN THE
PAPER), FICTION, POETRY,
COMMENTARY; REVIEWS OF
RECORDS,
PERFORMANCE,
BOOKS, FILM, ART SHOWS,
FASHION,
TELECOMMUNICATION, ETC., ETC.
For more information, call 2775656 and ask for Ray Abeyta. or
come by room 138 of Marron Hall
and ask for somebody in arts.

ffiJITDBf?

11101 Menaul NE
(Foothills Shopping Center)

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Out-of-Sight
Savings On
Eyeglasses.
r-------------------------------,
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Up

The free lecture will open the
Spring Interdisciplinary Lecture
Series sponsored by the Office of
Graduate Studies. A reception and
discussion session will follow the
presentation.

l_.~obo Arts In

• Accessories for ail !'[lakes

SALE Y4 - Y2 off

Art Historia:n To Speak

• In house custom color processing

• Complete camera selection

"New Testament Sun1ey"
"Gospel of John"
"Job through Malachi"
"The Book of Romans"

l}

Ray Abeyta
The Daily Lobo arts section is an
open forum for issues concerning
the art-making community and the
audience which supports it at
UNM.
Las( filii, the arts ~ectiori was run
by a small staff of student artists
and writers. With no particular goal
in mind, this. group of people
presented their words and pictures
in a manner that spoke as directly
as possible to what was felt to be
the readership of the Daily Lobo.
These attempts established
several formats. of presentation:
"Eyetalk"- the weekly graphics
space, "I Read Books"- book
reviews, "Nu Beat"- record
reviews, "Adventures in Art"interviews and commentary on gray
area art activities, "Artist
Profiles"- interviews with local
and visiting artists, and performance reviews.
Ideas for articles and graphics are
based on the interests and
availability of sources to draw
from. The arts community at UNM
is an active and vital one. It is a
community that has continuously
attracted interest both in and out of
the state of New Mexico.
UNM is being Watched, and with
good reason.
The theatre arts department's
award winning "Death's Nose"
will be performed at the American
College Theatre Festival's regional
competition in Fort Worth, Texas.
Literary magazine Conceptions
Southwest received )lonorable
mention from the Coordinating
Council of Literary Arts Magazines
for its "distinctiveness and
imagination" which made it
"unique among the entries."
UNM also draws a good many
artists.
Last fall
featured
Venezuela's Maracaibo Symphony,
Mummenshant.,
The
Nikolais
Dance Theatre, Andre Previn
'Conducting
the
Pittsburgh
Orchestra and several Broadway

Clark is a graduate of Wellesley
College and received her master's
of art and master's of philosophy
degrees in Chinese art history from
Yale University. She was formerly
on the staff of the National Palace

• faculty

Enroll in a Bible course
for credit.
Bible 1302
Bible3359
Bible 2302
Bible 4360

Arts Section Offered as Open Audience Forum

Non-Credit Classes Offer Variety

More than 320 non-credit classes, photography, woodcarving, cake
many held at locations other than 'decorating, microwave cooking,
the University of New Mexico accounting, financial management,
PLYWOOD· HARDWARE· PAINT· KITCHEN CABINETS
campus,
will be offered this public speaking, sign language,
FENCING. PLUMBING & ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES·
semester by the UNM Community outdoor gardening, astronomy,
FIREPLACES· CARPETING· INSULATION
College.
dinosaurs, modeling and personal
improvement, divorce adjustment,
The classes cover various topics country-western
EVERYTHING FOR THE JOB AT A HANDY LOCATION!
backdance,
under 12 major headings, including packing, golf, scuba diving, yoga,
academic skills, arts and crafts, private pilot ground school, adobe
1624 First Street N,W.
bonne
cuisine, business and design and construction, passive
Albuquerque
finance, communication skills, solar systems and others.
growing things, humanities,
Although many classes are
languages, medicine, music and
STORE HOURS:
dance, recreation and physical geared for specific age groups such as Chicano teatro (ages six to
Mon. thru Fri. 7:30AM to 7:00 PM
fitness.
Included are classes on college 18 years), judo for youngsters (ages
Saturday 7:30AM to 5:00PM
fiiiiijiji.J
mathematics, speed reading, eight to 12 years) and bicycling for
calligraphy, contemporary visual seniors (50 years and up) - the
art in New Mexico, magic, majority of classes are open to all
persons, regardless of educational
.backgrounds.
"We're moving more and more
classes
off-campus,''
UNM
Community College Director Joel
White said. "We've got classes in
all quadrants of the city."
In addition ,some of the classes
will be conducted at locations .in
Corrales and Rio Rancho.
"The average cost of our classes
hasn't varied over the last six years,
We're trying very hard not to raise
prices," White said.
\Vant to add a class, change one. improve your academic experience, or just \'cnture?

.

Arts

$9500 in Grants Awarded to UNM
The University of New Mexico vice president of oil field services
College of Engineering and for the Halliburton Co.
Department
of
Mechanical · Taylor, a 1954 mechanical
Engineering have both been engineering graduate from UNM,
awarded grants by major cor• was s~lected !IS the college's outporations.
standing alumnus last year.
A grant of $2000 has been
A grant of $7500 has been
awarded by the Halliburton Co. to awarded to the UNM Department
support faculty development in the of Mechanical Engineering by the
TRW Company's Defense and
College of Engineering.
The grant was presented to Dr. Space Systems Group in Redondo
Gerald W. May, dean of the Beach, Calif.
college, by B.G. Taylor, executive
The grant was presented to May
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all eyeglasses.
The Pearle Vision Centers in Albuquerque have a special offer for
you. Bring in this coupon at tim& of order and get $15 off a complete pair of prescription glasses. Choose fr.om our entire stock
of fashion frames and lenses. No other discounts apply with this
offer.
________________________________
J

Good at these Albuquerque locations:
4300 Central SE
near Washington
268·2008

4410 Central SW
Central Plaza
831-5326

PEARLE
v1s1on center
A SEARLJ: COMPANY

7210 Menaul N E
Sunsquare Center
883-0077

l'~g<•
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Lobos Lose WAC Road Garnes

Athletic Director Discusses. Budget, Program Sales, NCAA
Eric M!!ddy
Nearly a semester after they first
surfaced, budget problems remain
the primary concern of University
of New Mexico Athletic Director
John Bridgers.
"Trying to achieve a balanced
budget and get the Regents to lift
their ceiling on the budget is my
primary concern right now,"
Bridgers said in a recent interview
with the New Mexico Dqi/v Lobo.
Bridgers contends that not all
sources of revenue were considered
when the Regents set a $4 million
dollar spending limit for the
department for fiscal 1983, rather
than a. $4.5 million proposal
suggested by Bridgers. Among the
revenue not included, Bridgers
claimed, was additional television

money the school will receive from
a new national contract, the 20
percent of profits UNM will make
for hosting the 1983 NCAA
basketball tournament, and final
fundraising efforts for this year,
"Some of the figures that were
tossed around were totally innacurate," Bridgers said. "We'r~
not in that bad of shape."
Bridgers, who was in San Diego
for WAC meetings at the time of
the vote, has since meet with
University President William E.
"Bud" Davis and John Perovich,
vice president for business and
finance, and the officials have
agreed to present the budget again
in March after an updated
statement of basketball revenue can
be shown.
Bridgers said if the current

figures remained, all programs
would fee! the cuts, "not just
football and basketball. I'm not in
favor of cutting anything because
an athletic program grows together,
and a winning attitude can carry
over into other sports. But if you
cut too much from your successful
programs, they will start to fall
back also."
Stepping right in the middle of
the budget controversy is Harold
Donovan, who was named
associate athletic director for
finance and business management
last month. He succeeds H.B.
"Bebe" Lee, who retired effective
Jan. I. "He will fit in well,"
Bridgers said. "He has a lot of
experience in private business and
being a former athlete, he understands the problems of athletic

Back To School Special
Buy one DOUBLE HAMBURGER
get ano'ther DOUBLE HAMBURGER
free!

BURGER

KING

Please present this coupon before ordering.
Limit one coupon per customer.
Void where prohibited by law.
Valid only through January 31,1982
Good only at: 1916 Central SE
One per' person please.

finances. His biggest asset is that he
can adapt to any situation."
One area where the athletic
department continues to lose
money on is the sale of football and
basketball programs, A new approach was tried this past season,
with bigger programs being sold for
the full season with inserts available
for each game. "We had hoped to
sell a lot more than we have,"
Bridgers said. "They are being used
as media guides and recruiting
brochures this year.
"Programs almost always lose
money. The only way to make
money is to sell a lot of advertising.
If· you do that, then there is no
room for the information we want
to putin.
"Eighty percent of the information in a regular program is
duplicated all season long,''
Bridgers said. "The other 20
percent is chang·ed garne-to-game.
"Anymore the regular programs
would probably have to be sold for
$2 to break even. It was a good
idea, but it just didn't work out as
well as we had hoped."
"We don't depend on students
buying the programs," Bridgers
said. "When they come to a game
they already know the players."
Added to his already-busy
schedule will be a visit by several
NCAA representatives later this
month, who will tour the facilities
available for the 1983 NCAA
finals. "We'll have to build a
facility to handle 250-400 members
of the media for the tournament,"
Bridgers said. "Exactly what we're
going to do I just don't know at
this time."
Bridgers admitted that anyone in
the general public who wants to get
tickets for the tournament "has a
slim-to-none chance, Everyone has
to go through the NCAA ticket
process of ordering tickets after

April I," Bridgers said. "We will
get a few tickets - not that many
- and we'll probably establish a
priority system in accordance with
NCAA procedure."
The sudden withdraw! of the
College Football Association
television contract with NBC
"didn't surprise me," Bridgers
said. "I anticipated that there
wouldn't be enough schools to
participate in a CFA package."
The battle will rage on in the
courts, however, with the big
schools "trying to establish the
principle that television rights are
the private property of the institution,'' Bridgers said. "The
effect of such a ruling could really
hurt the NCAA as the governing
body of intercollegiate athletics.
"What a lot of people don't
realize is that we make more money
from
televised football than
televised basketball,'' Bridgers
said. "We will get about $205,000
from football this year, and be
lucky if we get $50-60,000 from
basketball, even though there are
more games."
UNM coul.d stand to gain additional television revenue with a
recent proposal passed by the
NCAA allowing negotiations to
begin on a separate deal for nighttime football with cable television
networks. "Because we have lights
we might get a night game, even
though you might have to strike a
match to see," Bridgers joked. He
added that the football schedule
"might include a couple of day
games late in the year."
Also passed at the recent convention was a proposal to expand
the post-season basketball tournament to 64 teams. ''We voted
with the NCAA against the
proposal. The NCAA wanted to
invite certain conference champions

Eric Maddy
Former University of New
Mexico quarterback Robin Gabriel
solidified his chance for a pro
career with a one-touchdown, 57yard performance in the Senior
Bowl Saturday.
"I think 1 played well," Gabriel
said from his Mobile, Ala., motel
room late Saturday night. "I could
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AAS103 FoundationofAfro-AmSt 001 03
AAS 285 Blacks in Lat Am .....•. 001 03
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H ist 387 •..... , . , ..•..... 001
AAS 290 Black Theol & Phil , .•... 001 03
AAS 295 Educ & Col W Africa .... 002 03
AAS 299 Black Leaders in US ...• 001 03
AAS 325 Afro-Am H ist 11 ........ 001 03
AAS 391 Problems ........... , . 001 1-03
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MW3-4:15pm
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W 6:30-9:15pm
W 4:00-6:15pm
M 6:30-9:15pm
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Afro-American Studies
1819 Roma NE Oust west of campus police)
For more information call277-5645
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Robin Gabriel

have played better though.''
Gabriel led the North team, a 2710 loser in the contest, to their only
touchdown late in the second
quarter. Gabriel capped the drive
with a 21-yard totichdown pass to
Gerald
Lucear of Temple
University.
"The line gave me a lot of time
when I was in," Gabriel said, "I
had great protection."
Gabriel only played in the second

n
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Women Return From Trip
Ste.ve King

continued on page21

Gabriel Plays in Bowl;
Pro Scouts Eye ex-Lobo
and early in the third qtiarters as
Kansas City Chiefs coach Marv
Levy, a former UNM head coach,
opted to play All-American
quarterback Jim McMahon of
Brigham University most of the
game.
McMahon, who completed only
19 of 47 passes for 195 yards, "just
had a bad day," Gabriel said. "He
had a Jot of passes dropped early
and was really rushed in the second
half.
Gabriel, who played sparingly
late in UNM's season when head
coach Joe Morrison played junior
David Osborn, was "just glad I got
a chance to show what I could do.
It was a great experience all week,
getting to learn a new system and
what the pros are all about.''
Gabriel, son of former NFLgreat Roman Gabriel, doesn't think
his famous last name will help him
gain a spot in the pros. "They
spend so much money and time
looking for quality, all they really
want to see is a good p~rformance
from you," he said.
''This game helped my chances to
get drafted next spring," dabriel
noted. "All of the pro teams will
look at this film, and we have been
filling out the typical questionaires
asking our height, weight and so
on. I don't care where or when I get
drafted, just as long as I get a
chance to prove myself.''
Gabriel said he will be returning
to school this semester to get his
degree. "I'm going to try to treat it
like a regular semester," he said.
"I'm still very active in Campus
Crusade for Christ and Athletes in
Action so I'll be very busy.. But I
will also be working out in anticipation of the pro draft."

Eric Maddy
they just went in and came out
The Lobo men's basketball team tonight.
continues to suffer from the visitor
"I don't want to put the monkey
blues after dropping two WAC just on their backs,'' Colson said.
road games this past weekend,
"But there will be nights like this."
San Diego State took advantage
Colson said he thought that "we
of 25 UNM turnovers for a 78-62 were not in that bad of shape at
win Thursday night, and an eight halftime. Hawaii shot 50 percent
point halftime deficit proved too from the field and 75 percent from
much for the Lobos to overcome in the line and we were only down
a 66-58 loss to Hawaii late Sat1uday . eight, despite only shooting
night in the islands.
percent ourselves. Those things
have a way of balancing out, and in
"The effort was there," Colson the second half they did.''
said after the Hawaii game. The
UNM made a run in the final 20
second-year coach was critical of minutes to cut the margin to one
his team after a lackluster per- point with about five minunutes to
formance against the Aztecs,· who play. "But we went down and
held only an eight point halftime missed a shot and they scored and
lead despite 14 UNM turnovers. we turned it over and they scored
"Our offense was the most patient and went back up by five. That was
it has been all year. We need to do the ballgame as far as I'm con:hings like that on the road to be cerned ..
successful.
Colson employed Phil Smith as
"If (Don) Brkovich had been "rover" in his offense that allows
hitting tonight, I think the game one player to run free, usually
was ours. Brkovich was only two of along the baseline, against both San
ten from the floor, and (Tim) Diego State and Hawaii. "When
Fullmer wasn't hitting either. They Phil is on the point he uses up his
were taking good shots - the kind dribble bringing the ball up,"
that usually go in at the Pit - but Colson said. "The idea is to Jet him

••

The University of New Mexico
women's basketball team concluded their seven-day, five-game
eastern road trip with two losses,
leaving the Lobos in last place in
the four-team Coca-Cola Classic.
Center Yvonne McKinnon scored
in double figures in four of the
games as did forward Alison Foote.
In the first round of the tournament on Friday night, 15thranked Penn State University
proved to be a discourteous host by
streaking to an early 20-5 lead on
their way to throttling the Pack, 9463. Muff Reinert scored 21 points
and McKinnon added 18 in the
losing effort.
In the third place game, the
Lobos hit only 12 of 28 from the
free throw line in a 66-60 setback
against Boston College. Coach
Doug Hoselton said he was very
displeased with the effort at the
charity stripe.
Earlier in the trip, UNM fell to

West Virginia University 71-56, in a
foul-plagued game. Reinert led in
the scoring column with 12 points
with Foote and Lori McConnell
adding I I and 10 tallies respectively.
UNM beat Ohio University 70-65
Monday with four players hitting
double-digits.

start his dribble .closer to the basket

h

The trip gave Dotson a new lease.
on his squad, since everyone is
healthy again. "Scott Rardin went
to California and came out my new
134 pounder,'' Dotson said. Ralph

the future of Lobo athletics.
on the basis of the strength of their · "We're working to change the
schedule, game~ against Division I attitude of the city and state about
competition, and such, using a ONM sports," he said. "There has
computer ranking, rather than just got to be some understanding about
issuing automatic invitations," what a successful program can
Bridgers said. "Since there are so mean to a city,
"We've got a great university, a
many conferences who will now get
faculty, and the potential for
great
in automatically, it could hurt our
conference. It reduces the chance or outstanding athletics," Bridgers
two WAC teams being invited to said. "The credentials our faculty
has are outstanding. We've got so
the tournament."
many
good things going for us at
Despite all of the problems,
Bridgers remains optjmistic about ONM.

continued from page 20
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EL MIRADOR ARTS
I

I
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2421 San Pedro NE • 884-5 i 13

FIRE SALE
25<7o- 507o OFF on
All Garments
Prices Reduced on
Everythi~g in Store
Sale Ends • Jan. -30 •

~

t
t
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-Bridgers....___ _ _ __
t
"We had a successful trip," said
coach Bill Dotson. ''The facilities
and workouts were great. We got to
scrimmage with seven different
teams, working speeifically on
intensity."

I

I
1

~----------.-~-----------~--~
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Wrestlers Open WAC Slate
Steve King
The Lobo wrestling team
returned one week early from their
California training trip to prepare
for dual meets tonight and Ttiesday
at Colorado State and Air Force.

..

so e has a \>etter chance to do
,I•
something with the ball.''
..,..
Both Fullmer and Bill Harvey
took over Smith's point guard I Lemon
Cl1erry
position, and Harvey had his best I
with coupon
game as a Lobo, shooting seven of I
E ·
1 31 82
12 from the field for14 points. ''He I Rvfl}
·xplres · • •
J3ll.leberrY
brought us back when we needed I
·Raisin
it,'' ·Colson said of Harvey's I
non-transferable- no cash value
performance. "Thank goodness I
someone was there to do it. He will 1
At The Corner of Yale and Lomas
·
play a lot against zones."
Colson had sung a different tune
after the Aztec loss, where the
Live Entertainment
Lobos played most of the time
Playing Upstairs -"Ole Scratch"
against a man-to-man defense.
Periorming Downstairs ·"Outrider"
"San Diego State's zone didn't
Party Night· Tuesday· from 7:30 to 9:30
surprise us," Colson said. "I think
Well Drinks, Draught Beer & Wine only 25'
their man was more effective
because it resulted in their steals. In
4pmto 8pm
fact, I thought we shot them out of
HapPY Hour lr om
their zone.''
"We just turned the ball over too
much against them," Colson said,
"Out of those 25 turnovers, I'd say
20 were bad passes. Our execution
away from home has been very
poor, and I don't know why.''
"We've played probably the
worst WAC schedtile, with four of
our first five games on the road,"
A COMPLETE LINE OF READY MADE FRAMES
he said. ''I'd love to play our first
custom Framing Service • Wet and Dry Mounting
13 games at the Pit (like Hawaii has
All
Types of Manlng • Regular and Non-glare Glass
done at home.)
UNM will get another chance to
10% DISCOUNT WITH U.N.M. ID
bteak their away-from-home habit
Saturday night against Texas-El
Open Mon-S at 9 AM - 5:30 PM 3101 Central Ave NE 265-0959
Paso. "To me there're the best
9649 Menaul Blvd, NE 299-0959
team in the WAC,'' Cols<?n said.

Reinert shared scoring honors
with Foote at 17 points with
McKinnon
and
McConnell
following with li apiece.
Glenville State College was the
next Lobo victim, as UNM opened
an early lead and never looked back
in a 74-29 victory Wednesday night .
Foote,
McConnell
and
McKinnon hit 13, 12 and II points
respectively, as all of the Lobos
scored.
The Lobos will travel to
Flagstaff, Ariz., Thursday to play
the Northern Arizona Lumberjills
before visiting El Paso to play
University of Texas-EI Paso
Saturday.

Harrison also secured his spot at
l26pounds.
At 142 pounds, two-year letterman Mike Baker quit the team
for personal reasons, leaving his
job for Tony Tracey. Tracey is a
transfer from Louisiana State.
"The team is respondillB very
well since returning," Dotson said.
"We feel that there were major
improvements in every person we
took.''
The CSU and Air Force dual
meets will not count in Western
Athletic Conference standings but
rather for seedings in upcoming
tournaments including the WAC
championships in March.

\

I~ DOS PRIMOS
-®~ 1844; Lomas NE • 842-0059

CAMPUS CRUSADE
. FOR CHRIST
Kick off meeting, Thursday, January 21
at 7:00pm in Room 203
of the Basic Medical Sciences Building
located on North Campus.
Basic Medical Sdences
Roam203
North Campus

For more
information
call:
266-2343
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22, Nuw M<•xk•o Dally Lobo, Junuary 111, lf)i)2

l'a).!;e 23, New M<·xico Daily Lobo, )anuury 18, HJ82

Sports
·''4m..·
..
,~·'

I

Kathy Johnson (left) strikes a graceful
pose during her 9.8 floor exercise, the
highest WPm en's score for the event, Benno Grps!J (below) leaves the high bar
during a treacherous move in his 9.4
routine. Women's all-round winner Tracy
Talavera (right) during her 9.6 balance
beam routine.

MARRON HALL
ROOM 131
1. Pers<mals
ACCURATE

INFQRMATION

con~

A,BOlJT

nnccption, sterilization, abqrUoo. Rlsht to Choose.
294-01?1.

tfn

PREGNANCY TESTING&. COUNSELING, Phone
247.9819.
tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, J.D. photQS, 3 for
$6.001 ! Lowest prices in town! Fa~t, pleasins, short
w~lk from UNM. Call 265-2444. or come to -123
Well~sley S.E., between Girard and Carlisi~, corner

of Silver. Hours: lQ-6 weekdays, Saturday 9·5,
Hn
CIIINESE BlJFFET. CHEAP All yo1,1 cap eat. Lunch

"
;.:'*»""

$3.45, supper $4.$0, Sunday Brunch$3,0Q. Jao-Jao's

>~~.;.

Place, 5000 Central Ave, S.E,
CONTACTS·POLISHJNG,

tfn
Casey

SO~UTIONS

Optical Company on. Lomas jusl west of Washingto11.
tin
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS, Prescription eyeglass

frames, _Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $S4.SO (regular $65.00). Pay .Le~s· Optkians,
S007 Menaul N.E., across from LaBelles.
tfn
WOMEN'S HEALTH SERVJCE l)NM, Student
)-iealth Cemer Annual exams for PAPS, contr{leeption, ;~bortion counseling and pther
gynecological services. 277-3136.
tfn
ONL\' $2.35, TWO farm-frCsh eggs, two homemade
chemical free sausage paules, two sUces of toast, free
green ch!ll. Open 7 a.m. Morning Glory Cafe, Corner
of Girard, Central and Monte Vista268-7040.
tfn
HERE COMES THE Chicken! The UNM Chicken is
coming soon to the New MexiCfJ- Union. Eat your
heart out San Diego! Yummy!.
tfn
BEWARE OF THE Tinsel Town muggers,
1/18
STUFF IT, BOBB\'rWhlte, poly'"otton T·shi,t,$7.9S
postpaid, Indicate small, medium, large, x-large, R.
Cain Productions, Box 1111, Lo~ Alamos, N .M.
87S44.
1/19
CANOE WANTED; MAD River, Blue Hole or Old
Town. Phone Santa Fe, 988·2844.
1/18
PEN PALS IN over .143 Countries- Ag,es_S-89. Write
to: International Pen frh:nds, P.O, Box 6S,
Homecrest Station, Brooklyn, N.Y, ll229, USA.

I16IDays to Enroll for

1/21

DEAR SUE: TELL me It Isn't truel And please give
me back my Kazoo. Lou.
1/18
DIVORCE AND PERSONAL Growth Seminar
begins Feb. 9th for ten Tuesdays, 7·9 p.m. Call
Barbara Brown 883.0121: Walter Polt.266-3421.

UNMSTUDENT
HEALTH INSURANCE Vidmar, 1~alavera Shine in Invite

Joe Ca.Varetta

Joe Cavarc\la

enrollment now for all students ~ho will be carry·
ing 6 or more hours. (Coverage for dependents of eligible
students also available.)
Enroll at:. Student Health Center beginning Jan. 18,
1982, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays from 13pm; or mail applications and payments now to the local
representatives office at the address below. Visa and
Mastercharge accepted.
Open

KEYSTONE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
2625 Pennsylvania N.E., Suite 300
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110 • 884-6827
Enrollment Period Ends
February 8, 1982

Nick Greenwalt
Peter
Vidmar
from
the
University of California at Los
Angeles and Tracee Talavera from
the National Academy of Artistic
Gymnastics in Eugene, Ore., took
first place overall this weekend at
the
Albuquerque
Journal
Invitational Gymnastics Meet.
Vidmar won two individuai titles
in the six events. He edged out
defending NCAA champion Steve
Jennings of UNM by .OS of a point
in the pommel horse event with a
9.55 score. Vidmar also won the
rings event with a 9.6 score.
"1 was real happy with my

RUSSIAN STUDIES
Spring 1982
Broaden your perspective of the other superpower, the Soviet Union

215

overall finish," Vidmar said.
"Especially since it's early in the

just .20 ahead of teammate Tim
Daggett and Toshiro Kanai of
year."
Japan, who tied for second.
UNM freshman Matt Arnott
Talavera finished first in two of finished fifth in the men's comthe four women's events. She tied petition with 56. I points.
for first in uneven bars with Kathy
"I thought Arnott did a real fine
Johnson from the Atlanta School job," Lobo gymnastics coach
of Gymnastics and then finished in Rusty Mitchell said. "He got a 56.3
a three-way tie for first on the last weekend in' Colorado so he's
balance beam with a 9.7 score.
getting consistent."
"l feel pretty good about my
Arnolt finished second in floor
finish," Talavera said. "I felt good exercises with a 9.5, third in the
about my routines."
high bar with a 9.4 and was a close
Along with his two firsts, Vidmar fourth in both rings and vaulting.
also finished second in vaulting
Albuquerque's Kelly Chaplin
(with a score of 9.7) and parallel finished fifth in the women's all
bars (9.5),
around with a score of 36.95, just .S
Talavera also finished second in from third place. This was
vaulting with a 9.45 and second in Chaplin's first meet after injuring
her thigh six months ago.
floor exercises with a 9.6.
Talavera's total of 38.25 put her
Friday night Chaplin finished
a quarter of a point in front of Gina
fifth
in vaulting with a 9.2 score
Stallone of the Pennsylvannia
on the uneven bars with a
and
third
Parkettes who twice finished in a tie
with Talavera. They tied fot first on 9.25 total. In the finals Saturday
the balance beam and for second in she finished third in both the•f1oor
excercises and the balance beam.
the floor excercises.
Chaplin said she did better the
Stallone also finished first in second night because, "I wanted to
vaulting and second on the uneven try and catch up and be c<Jmpetitive. Also I had a lot of new
bars.
Vidmar's total of 56.9 put him tricks I wanted to try."
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102.()01
104
202

20:3
302
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1-:lementlll'}' 1\ussi:m
Lindsey
'IT 7:00·8:50 pm
ThL> cuursc will he continued irl Suiilrncr 1982 with llussian 102 pcrmittin~ students lo
complete lhe first-vcar cvclc am! enter Hussian 201 in Fall1982.
Elemcnt11ry Russi;n
.
Kolchevska
MTWF 10:00-10:50
Elementary 1\ussian
Lindsey
M'IWF II :00-11:50
Elementary 1\ussian Corwcrs~tion
l<olchcvsb
M 12:00-12:50
lntennedialc Hussian
Kolchcvska
MWF9:00-9:50
Hussi:rn Conversation
Lindsey
Arr.
C<mtcmporary Hussian
Lindsey
MWF!l:00-9:50
Advanced Conversation
Kolchcvska
W 12:00-12:50

1\ummuov llussia to 1885

Hobbins

M WF 11:00-11:50

2. Lost & Found
BROWN ALPACA BEANIE1 grey paitern, SS.OO
reward, 266.-16:(}2. Lost la:si semester.
1/18
LOST: SMALL BRASS surveying instrument in
small wooden box, Sycamore and TUeras. Reward,
242-2467.

Intcrnatioru.ll'olilics
T<opics!Marxism

HO
44!1
5:!1

lntt•m:ttional Cm1flict
Stovict Forei11n Politics
Sfl't.c Soviet Military

llocdcr

F'ra lin
Sorenson

1\oodcr
llocdcr

MWF 11:00~11:50
M WF 10:00-10:50
T 6:30-9:15 pm
MWF!M0-11:50

1121

CLAIM YOUR LOST UNM J.D. in rrn. 131 Macron
Hall: Janet Bond, Sandra Boynton, Christopher
Burnelt, Willic::m Castle, Joanne Frazier, Erik
Galloway, Gary Gilbert; Carol Gfassheim, Janice
Goodhart, Cynthia Hennigan, James Jennings, Jon
Knudsen, Mark: Manhsrt, Katherine McCowan,
Monica Orozco, Martha Padilfa-Garda. Trlsha
Roberts and Prudence Stewart.
1/22
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
g·ooa m t-'l4·oo-p 111 dail}'
ttn

TYPINC

REASONABLE,
Extensive secretarial: experience, lBM Selectric .IJI,

Call299-6256 or 299-2676,

l/29

THESESi DISSERTATIONS, PRQPOSALS edjtcd.

CST tutoring Jan Grover, 265-6094,
I/lg
PAllKING SPACES FOR rent, come to Jl6Yi
Colombia S,E, for more information, WeJking
distance to U,N.M.
1/22
CALL ,!\CULEX FOR aU word proce!islng ne~s:
Theses, dissertations, resumes. 83I·3181.
./22
PROFESSIONAL

TYPING. . REASONABLE.

Extensive accretarial experience. IBM Selectric UI.
299-62:561200·2676.
1/29
'GUITAR .. _iNSTRUCTOR, CL~SSicAL, other
styles. 867-3158.
1/29
TYPING FROM THE; Word Co, We usc a word
processor for quick turnaround tim~ and accurate
changes. Call241~2326,
l/29
DIVINE FIT SEWING, M·W·f1 I·!i 1 247-8236. 1/22

4. Housing

l/22

CAMPUS 3·ROOM IIOME, S90, fully fcnc:~d. kids,
pets nne, Sun Rentals, Reusable (ec. 262~17SI, 1122
BIKE 'JO C~SS. Huge ).bedroom, 2-bnths, fenced,
kids, pets, $260. S~;~n R~ntals, reusable fee, :l(;~·17$~.
1/22
N.E, CAMPUS, I BDR )louse, fully fenced. SIOO,
kids, pets. Sun Rentals, reusable fee, 262·17!il. 1/22
CUl'E 1 BEDROOM. Near campus. SI6S. Newer
carpets, kids, pets. Sun Rentals, reusable fee, 262·
1751,
1122
ONE BEDROOM UNFURNISIIED apartment,
Clean, _fenced, quiet, very secure, pets welcome. $17S
month· utilities _Included, 884-7769, 26S-927l. 1/22
FO.R RENT: CORRALES fully furnished, Three
bedroom, new adobe on river, firepla.ces, stereo,
T.V., piano, microwave. washer and dryer, dish·
washer. Bargain rate far·6 mo. lease. 277~!il04 or 89g.
0860, Will accept three $tudents.
1/22
HOUSEMA1'E[SJ: SHARE 3 bedrooms, I J.1 bllths,
garage, fenced back~ard. S blocks east of U.N.M,
Split $330/mo_, utilities, Ann, 266-4356- keep trying,

1/18

THE; CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and

dow11toWn. Bus service every 30 minutes. 1 bedtoorJt
or ernciency, from 5205. All utllltlc:$ paid, Deluxe.
kitchen with dishwasher and di5poSal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. -243-2494. tfn
HOUSES liTER: I AM looking for an aparlnient or
hou&e 10 housesh durins sprlns :semes!er (orearller).
Excellent refcrcnecs and enjqy gardenlns and yar·
dwork, Catherine, 242-7228,
tfn
FOR RENT1 EFFICIENCY apartment, l4t0 Girard
N.E., SIBS/mo., aU utllilies paid, SIOO security
deposit. Fully furnished-security locks and laundry
facilities. No chUdren or pels. Please call before 6:00
in the evening, 266-8392.
2/J I
AVAILABLE l'jOW. UTILITIES paid. E.F,f, ·I &

2 bedrooms, 10 percent off for U.N".M. students,
J pools, AJpellApartments, 881·3570,4501
Shepard Rd. N.E.
.
219
CHRISTIAN HOUSEMATE (NOD-IIIIoklrilll male
wanted. SJ40'month (includeutllldet), call29l~1785.

.~;ableTV,

·

277•2606,

IM

THREE BEDROOM, TWO bath, Rent Sll5, SIOO
dow.n, laundry, air-conditioned near UN~. 4t6 Hlah
Strc:etS.E.,2j5-1469.
1/19
HAVEJ IIDRMS, bath, cooking & laundry privJk:ges
for ~ conscientious stUdents In N.E. Heights.
Reasonable. Cal1296-7212after3.
J/21
ONE-BEDROOM 5195. S'11.1D10 $185, Furnished
and utllltles paid. Ne.ar U.N.M., 1218 Copper N,E.&
200Jerrcrson N.E. 1 842·6'70.
1/21
ATTRACI'IVE 2 BEDROOM apartment, furnished,
utilide5 paid. $280 month, $140 deposit. No pets. 440
Princeton S.E., 255-6131,
J/25
fEMALE ROOMMATE WANTEI>: Responsible
pcr~on to share 2-bedroom Sl25/mo. No utilities.
nearUNM,268·8172.
l/19
BASEMENT APARTMENT: ONE bedroom,
furnished, separate entrance, hblorie Hunlng
Highland home, two block~ off Central,
$135/month, incllldes utilities, :242-9944.
1/18
COUNTRY LIVING YET close in. Super minl·fllrm.
Nifty 28R plus double garage phis workshop plus
outbuildings plus horse .facilities. V! acre. Excellent
Sout1t Valley location. $49,900. Assumable loan, Cell
Joyi!C: Gammill eves, 3454868. RE/MAX North
VaUey, Inc. J4S·g506.
J/22
CIIARMING lBR APARTMENT. North Valley,
Adobe setting. Vigas, Kiva FP, $27.5/mo. inc:l.
uliliHes. $200 DO, Call Joyce eves. 345-4868,
REtMAX NV 34l·8506.
1121
CAMPUS COMPAct APTS. liS Yale Blvd, SEat

Lead. Studio Apts. nc3.r stOres and UNM.SI85imo .•
tree utlUties, Sl30 deposit, 6 mo. lease. No children.
pets, or roommate. See manager at.apt, ft2 ortall24l·
6ll0evenings.
1/18
FOlt SALE: EXECUTIVE 4 year old contemporary
home near UNM .._at 3215 Purdue Place NE, three
bedrooms with greatroom and two full batlJs, 10 root
ceilings in entry and greatroom, huge master suite,
Signed designer mirror above .nr~place, Jennair
range. Cail Elaine James 292-1606. Elaine T. James
Co., Realtors.
1121

FEMALE [GRADUATE PREFERRED} i.o !hare
secure 1hree bedi'Oom house-1 laundry, dishwasher,
fireplace, bar, pool table,. fenced yard, garnge, for
only $150 plus half utilities plus deposit. Near buses,
277-2961 days, 268-4145 evening~. Serious Inquiries
op.ly,
..JII8
SMJ,.LL ONE ·BEDROOM apartment. Old Town
arca 1 $120 per month. Malure, r=ponsible student,
call843o-684J. First and last month. deposh.
1/22
RENTAL HOUSES GAWRE. Jl,ed Rooster Realty,
247-8647.

6. Employment .

WORK-STUDY. STUDENTS

1129

1/21.

HOUSEMAT£ WANTED. NON..SMOKER, ·non·
religious. Sunny house, yard, wasfler, 5160/mo.,
1122
utilities paid. Terry, 243-6487.
NEAR U.N.M. 3 BEDROOM_ house for rent, par·
tially furnished, S200 9eposit, 268-9167,
eVenings/weekends.
1/18
ROOMMATE WANTED: MALE or female to share
2_ ~room hou~ in S.W. Valley, Sli)O/mo. plus
utilhies. Car pool available, 242-7486 after S:OO.
1/21.

APARTMENT fOR RENT. 2-bch;m. unfurnish.ed1
2Vi blocks frOm UNM 1 off·strect parking, available
now, 5199/mo., 266-6872 days, 292-S81.5 nights.
1/18

5. ForSale
KING-SIZE AIR MATIRFSS, wood block coueh
and tables and contemporary lamp. Call gg4-03 1.5,
1/20

WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
fr.tmcs. Greenwich Village (lennon styles)j gold 1
rimless. SS4,SO regular S6SJ)(), Pay LC$s Opticians,
5007 MenunJ N.E. across from LaBelles.
tfn
HEWLETT P~CKr\RD • 67 with programmable
cards, good condition Sl!iO. Txlrlst- SR.SOA inclUde$
trig 520.344-9234.
1121
DRAFTING -TABLE, ALL wood. 36 x 42,
Adjustable for height, angle, 25S-4838. $75.00. 1/li
200 eM, CROSS.COUNTRY skis, 9l1: boot, poles
like new, $60.345-4856.
1/21
JEEPS, CARS, TRUCKS. Many sell for under
$200.00 at local gov't. sales. For purchasing information call our Surplus Sales Center 602·998~
057!i, Ext. 924.
1/18'
IBNEZ GUITAR w/CASE, S2SO. Violin w/case.
1120

10 sptech, One
men's frame, one 21 inch women•s (ra.me.
Both ill exc:tllent condition. 5100 each, 24'2-0275,
C'lr'enlngs.
1122.
SMITH CORONA TYPEWRITER-manual, portable, $60. ioastcr oven. 266·9050, calfl0·3!30. l/I 8

·--

Good thru Jan. 31, 1982
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STRINGS· 2nd set 1/2 price!
ALL HOHNER HARMONICAS. Sav.e 25%!
ROCK POSTERS/MUSIC BOOKS- 1f2 price!
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Make a $7.50
Purchase and We Will
Pay Your Bus Fare
Back To Campus

......~
$N

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

OLDTOIJVN

~

~

em·

..

S,E., 256-0000.

1/21.

FREE BEER, WINE 'etc. , • over $75 coupons, Blti
of Fare Restaurant Guide, U.N,M. Boohtore. 2/1:2
TASTE DUDS NEED something new, try our bulk
candy, 10 cems off any bulk candy. N.M. Union
Mercado,
l/22
SKIERS, MOUNTAINERS: WOOL pants, shirts
nod hBu, heavyweight. Genuine military,
Unbelicvnbly cheap. Also, used field jacket$ and
parkas and night jackets. Kaufman•,, a real Army~
Navy s1ore, SD4 Yale S.E., 2S6..()(X)(J,
l/1~

9. Las Noticias
GAY /L~BIAN STUDENt Union, Meets Tuesday

. l-26, 7:Jo p.m., s.u.n.

1/26

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Maul
4Biame
9 Mournful
12State: Abbr.
13 Aquatlr.
mammal
14 Literary bUs
15 Competitor
17 Nimbleness
19 House additions
21 Resort
22. Ground hogs
25 Hoard
29 Man's nick-

name
30 Strikes
32Sitkworm
33 Possessive
pronoun
35 Schedule
37 Urge on
38 Brad
40 Arab chiefs
42 Chemical sUI·
fll(
'
43 Mistake
45 Make ready
47 Female ruff
49 Spruce
50 Is present
54 Interior
57 Tibetan
gazelle
58 Doctrine
60 Time period
61 Moray
62 Trap
63 Damp

5 By
6 Lizard penus
7 Limbs
8 Stumbles
9 Capuchin
monkey
10Emmet
11 Time period
16 Charity
18 Tardy
20 Vapid
22 State
23 Place of worShip
24 Brand
28 Native metal
27 Strictness
28 King of birds
31 Mixes
34 Knight
38 Hermit
39 Learning
41 Twirled
44 Leases

A.uswer lo Moaday's Paule

46
48
50
51
52

Nixon's veep
Paradise
Mature
Pedal digit
Hindu cymbals

53 Nahoor
sheep
55 Before
56 Rodent
59 Teutonic dei-

ty

DOWN
1 Equality
2 - Baba
3 Hesitate
4 Ensues

La Posada's Entree Card
A convenient way for Non-Resident Students and
Staff to take care of those between class and work
meals.

·Ii:'s a wise move into the
residence halls, and the price
is right. Space is available for
the Spring Semester, but ap~
ly early! Don't be left out.

Use Entree card for $16.00 worth of any combination of meals at La Posada. Buy one or as many
as you need. Just $14.00, a $16.00 value.

AOOM t~BOAAD
UNM RESIDENCE HALLS

r

TJl. CATS..
M£01P

S(lONDHAND CLOrHES
NEW ,_ tiSlD
for WOJAE/1, M£11 +CHIL OREN

200 Centrai.SE :Down:ow''' 243•2229
"Home of the F'ree Kazoo"
A Giant ticket Outlet

8. Miscellaneous
BACKPACKS-'nEST PRICES aro~nd. KRufmans ~a
real Anny-Navy store. 504 YuleS,E,, 2S6-0000. 1122
COLD? REALLVl WHY? " Genuine 01 field.
jackets, wool pant~ and shirts, hals and gloves. Great
prices, Kaufmans. a renl Army-Nav)' ~tore, 504 Yale

need to have while on campus.

Covered

W 6::!0-9:15pm

typing ~kilts, E)pcdenced only, Work afternoons,
occasir;l]lally Saturday. Phone842-9040.
1/'12

Buy in advance, all those dL'l!!ers before your

-

-

PART-TJME PAST~ UP/I.A. \'_QUT .nrthl with gqod

Wedn:::>ilay night lab, and for many other meals you

MON.fRII0·6pm SAT9-5pm
·101 Cornell S.E.

If

SEEKING

plo}'m~nt for spring semester, please apply at Food
Service office in Student Union Building,
1/22
PROGRAMMER WANTED PAR'I,"·TJMEt .Pilscal
and Apple soft basic. Must be familiar with Apple 11,
Call884-5!i77,
1/21
SPORTS WRITERS WANTED f~r tlte N~ Mexico
Daily Lobo. Pn:vlous experience not m~uired but Js
preferred. For more information call277-.S6S6, J/19
STUDENTS INTEREStED IN. employment for
Spring Semester apply al Food ·Service office in
Student Union Building.
1/22
EARN THREE fiNE arts- r.redlis in New York over
Spring break, StlU a few Sppces, Jan. 27th deadline, 8
days, 6 shows, Calll92-719S.
1122

AVAILABLE 1·30-ll ROOM for rent (walking
distance to U.N.M,), S150 month, Kitchen and
Jaundl}' privlleges. References a must, 25.5-301 J after
5:00.

TIJI'; .IJNM SPECIAL Sendee~ Progmm n~e~b IU{ou
in all 41rcus, PMiiCUiijrly Ettgli$h, Math, Chemistry*
Physics, Biology, Computer Science, Economics, 11nd
Engineering, Rate of pay is S3.6S p/h and up
depending on qunlificntlons. Orlld\li}IC swdents rtnd
upperclnss undergradu!Hesare encourngcd to npply.
Work~study stuP:ents preferred, For a,n iflterview
appolmmem, come by Mesa Vista 2013.
11.22
AFTF.RNOON DAP\'SITIING t'OR Profs kid,
Call293~5072, uner 6 Jl.m,
l/19,

EARN MONEY IN spare time. Profitable mailing
program. For details send SASE toP&:. R Resr:arch4,
_BQk 219, Grants, N.M, 87020.
1/20
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and. evenlnss. MuSt be
21 years old, A..pply in_ person, no phone: calls, please,
Suyeway Liquor Stores Ill S704 Lomas NE, !!516
Menaul NE.
4/IS

Just arrived:
Jordache Dresses &
Corduroy Skirts
and Tops

'(,V'ago.n

r
I

,2/12

FAST ACCURATE TYPING in~lud,es corrections,
spelling, grammar, punctuation, TYPArt lOS Stanford SB 262·1865.
'
l/26

ONE B{.OCK l)NM furnished, I bedroom twin or
double )led!i, $23S includes .utilities, Varsity House,
141 Columbla_SE, :Z68-Q525.
1/28
ROOMMATE, SERIOUS STUDENT Sl20/month,
lf1. utilities. House, 86HI222.
1/21
SEA,ftCHING fQR HOUSINGT Residence halls are
your answer fQr m~imurn convenience to cnrnpus
comfort and ~conomy in houslnS; and food service,
Space is available for Spring semester, but apply
early} Inquire, LaP9sada 201, wr:ekdays 9-4, Or, call

•

Wants to Meet You!

•

Ftw other courses see:
Hoeder
Ortega :319A
Lindsey Ortega :351 C
Koll'hevska Ortega :351A
Hohhins
:VIesa Vista 1115

:rn
PROFESSIONAL.TYPING BY English/MA editor.
Vast exp~rlence with disserta,Uons, pap~rs, Editing
!}vallable. 266~9550.
3/1
A-1 TYPIST- TE~ papers, resumCs 299·8970,

PROFESSIONAL

)/21

293-1118.

GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS and r~nta\s,
MARCS Gulta,r Center, 143 Harvan~ S,E, 26~-3315.

FOR SALE1 JBM C~nnposcr, 1976 model #62$1.
Manual ]l!.s1ificatlon_ doe~ prof~~sional lypes_etting,
Ten fonts includ~d-fotlts worth $410 Ilion~. Oood
condition, original price S5400.()0, you pay S2000.00,
Call (904)375.6000.
1/22
BICYCLE SALE 10 PERCENT ~ff on Bertin and all
bicycks ov~;:r $300. W~rld Champion Bli;~el~, 300
YaleS.E,. 268·5697,
1122
FOR SALE: YAMAHA. pro T~nor sax, Bundy Out~.
Selmar C-slnr medal mouth piece 1 and clarinet
siands, Everything for $900. All In e/Ccellent con·
dition. 294·0310 after 5,
1/22

MORE THAN BAGS

I~

POLITICAL SCffiNCE
240
300

CEL'S PIZZA· SLICE of pepperoni plua, salad and
soda for Sl.44. Two slices of pepperoni, pizza and
medium soda ror Sl.64.
1/20
RAINBOW PLACE WELCOMES you back. Come
sec us when you can. 55S·B Wyoming N.E., 10 a.m••?
p.m.
1121
JUDY • TIJANKS fOR the lime.
1/19
65 CENTS, THAT'S all for a·del~e hamburgerwilh
lettucc, tomatoes, pickle and raw onion iU Doonles.
Corner University and Central.
1/29
HORSES, FOOTBALl., PLAYGIRL. We hive all
types.
I and paperbacks. Look for In store

0

Second Semester "lntro Specials"

HISTORY

1/20

19 CENTS FOR hot apple turnover lit Doonles.
i/29
Corner Urtlver5itY and Central.

RUSSIAN
101

PAltTNERS IN ·MIME featuring Chris & Tommy
_Rivera, Wednesday, Jan. '20th, 12 noon-I p.m. on the
Main Level of the S.U.B.
1/20
1 YEAR ANNIVERSARY Dance wJth Jams
Unllmiled, January 22nd from 9·1 a.m. in the
SUBWAY, 'Northwest lower level of the New Mexico
Union, $2 students, $3 general.
1/22
DEAR SUE; PLEASE don't sa)' we're thru, Lou.
P.S.Wbere'smyKazoo?.
J/18
COMPUTER PORTRAITS. GET yours done from
lO:OO a.m •..J:OO p.m. atS.U.B, Main Level Lounge.

S100/MO, STUDIO f'OR rent, includes utilities,
po91, jacuu:l, unfurnished, new!~ decorated, SE aren,

3. Services

YO/I REMEMBER THOSE GOOD. .,
OLD PRICES ON CLOTHE$ 1
IN£ STILL NAVE THEM!
3/0fCOiT/ML,st
10•3:30/WOII·FR/
Z55·l1.JJO
.
1· 3 .S~T

Contact: Housing Reservations
La Posada Hall

277-2606

l1 agt• 24, NPw Mexico Daily Lobo, January 18, 1982

·(Served with whole wheat toast, margerine & jelly)

I
I
I
-1
·$·1.35
I
I
I
I·
I
I
SIDE ORDERS
I
I
.
I Hash
French Fries . . . . . $.50 One Egg . . . . . • . . $.50
Sausage, or Beef Pattie . . . . . . . . $·.7 5
Browns . . . . . .60 Pancake . . . . . . . . . .35
Salad with choice of Dressing •..... ; . . . . . . . . .7 0 ·I
I Onion
Western Style ... 95 Toast &Jelly .......40.
·Extra Blue Cheese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 5
Rings ....... 70 Jelly ..........
05
Tomatoes (3 slices) . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . .15 · I
I Beans
..
.35 Crackers
.OS
American or Cheddar Cheese . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .20
Ranchero Sauce (8 oz.) ....•••...••.•••.•.50
Green Chili or Chili con Carne (1 oz.) . . . . . . . . . .15 I
1
I
I
Take Out on All Items
I
I
HAMBURGERS
I
No. 1 HAMBURGER salad dressing, tomato, pick.les, onion& lettuce ....
$1.25
No. 2 CHEESEBURGER same as above with cheddar cheese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .40
I
I
No.3 BONANZA
2.1 0
I
No. 4 FIESTA BURGER
1.45
I
No. 5 FLAME BURGER hickory smoke sauce, onion & lettuce . . • • . . . . . . . • . . 1.20
No. 6 COPY CAT mustard, ketchup, pickle, & onion • . • • • . • • . . • .. . . . . . • • . . . 1.20
I
I
.:SANDWICHES
I
I
GRILLED CHEESE on whole wheat with American cheese, lettuce & tomato .•• $.85
HAM, LEJTUCE &. TOMATO on whole wheat with salad dressing . . • . . . • . • . . 1 .3 5
I
I
BACON, LETTUCE & TOMATO same as above ..•......•..•.•.•....••.. 1.35
I•

No,. 1 TWO EGGS, bacon, ham,_. sau!-::~ge, ha!th browns & toast ..•....... ,• ....•......
No.2 ONE EGG, bacon, hi:tm or ~ausage, hash browns & toast ~ ...•..••.....•...•.....
No.3 T\\10 EGGS, hash browns & toast .•.... .; .••••....•... : • ..•........•.....•.. , •
No. 4 ONE EGG, hash browns & toast ........................ ~ ...•.•... ; •..•....•
·No.5 PANCAKES. (4)' .•,. .....•.•...•.••...•
~-~
~
No.6 H~EVOS RANCHEROS, tWo eggs, beans, sau~e, corn tortilla & toast •• ·.•... ; •....
No. 7 WESTERN OMLETTE, ...•.•.•....••••..•.... • .... ·.............................
three eggs, green chUi & cheddar che~se, served with tomato, hash browns & toast
Free Cup of Coffee or Hot Tea Untilll a.m. With Any of The At.o~e Br~akfasts

•

t!- . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.• _,_,..

• • • • • • • • -• • • • • • • • • ,

$2.49
$1.99
$1 .69
$1.25

•••.

$1.99
$2.85

Bacon~ H~m,

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

o

•

• • • • • ••

o

••

•

•

o

••

double meat, American cheese, thousand island, tomato, onion & lettuce •••••••
chili con carne or green chili, cheddar cheese, onion & lettuce. • • • • • • •

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

r

I

1

~

'

l

EGG, LETTUCE & TOMATO same as above ........ ~ ..•...•......••...

~

I

1.05

I
I
I
I
I
I
.I

MEXICAN FOOD
No. 7TACO meat, cheese, lettuce &tomato ........•.•.•...••... : • .•... $.75
No.8 CHALUPA beans, cheese, lettuce & tomato ........•...• ·.•...• : • .....65
No.9 ENCHILADAS served with lettuce & tomato . o..•.......•......... ·~ ~ 2.19
BEEF with Chili Con Carne, cheddar cheese & OIJion
CHEESE with GREEN CHILl STEW, cheddar cheese &onion
VEGETARIAN with GREEN CHILl, cheddar cheese & onion
MEXICAN COMBO enchilada, taco & beans .........•.•........· ... 1.99
GREEN CHILl STEW cup (6 oz.) bowl (10 oz.) .....••..•......59
.99
Cup

.

•
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•
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Bowl
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I
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. - .. ---·-· ...... ·- ·-· ...... ____
~~- £n
6 OZ. TOP CHOP STEAK Ground round, TeHas toast, Fr~nch fries or hash browns with salad •• :--;:~·~·-;· ...,~:u7
fRONTIER BURGER SPECIAL Hickory smoke sauce, cheese, 1000 isfand, onion, French fries & salad 2.19
5 oz. RIB EVE STEAK-USDA Choice TeHaS toast, French ffies or hash browr.s with salad •••••• 3.99
CHEf SALAD with choice of dressing, leth.ice, tomato, cheddanheese. ham & egg .. • .• • • • • • • 2.5 9
VEGETARIAN SALAD lettuce, tomato, cheddar cheese& eggs •• • ••••••• • • • w • • • • 2.39

-~

-~~

I

DRINKS Scentsoffonrefills'
COFFEE • . • . . . . . . • • • . • • . . • . . .. • $.29
HOT TEA .•....•....• ~ •.•. o. • . • . • .29
Spiced or herbal tea •...•........ ·.•35
HOT CHOCOLATE or APPLE CIDER ..40
M'ILK ..•..••••... ~ . ·- -·
,j

•••

-··

••••

.,. •

·-

•

•

•

•

•

.35
.35
.40
.50·
.40

.45
.45
o45
.65
•7'0

SOFT DRINKS coke,dr.,epper&7up ..... · $.40 .50 ·.6:5
ICE TEA • ,. -· .• ~ -· ... ~,- ..•.....••..••...... 35· .50 .60
LEMO'N.ADE -· . -· .
70
JUICE orange, ap~le, tomato & grapefrun·, ~ ••• • .. 45 ·.60 .8;5
SHAKES chocolafe, strawberry & vanilla ,, •••.••• ~50 •75 .95
·ti • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • •

i

•

-·

·- .•

•. •

.•

•

•

I

I

I
I.

~~@~lfru ·~ ~ .R()LL .62 ,
6•pack frozen rolls 2.99
,
I
I
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